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s Rydberg states of the target molecules and a~"~5¥ O~ * transitions in the C-H bonds. 
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observed transitions and reasonable agreement is found between observation ana the 
predicted energy losses,
The possibility of adapting the equipment to perform photon-particle coincidence 
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Much of physical chemistry is concerned with the understanding of the 
bulk properties of matter in terms of the basic laws of physics. 
Particle scattering has been of major importance in physics since 
Rutherford yet, despite the fundamental role collisions play in 
chemistry, it is only in the last twenty years that a concerted 
study of inter-molecular dynamics has been started by chemists. 
Chemical and thermal equilibrium are both maintained by collisions 
and rates of reaction and energy transfer are governed by the rate 
and dynamics of molecular collisions.
Chemical experiments, usually performed on a bulk sample of matter 
in thermal equilibrium with its surroundings, assume a Boltzmann 
distribution of molecules amongst the available states and, if the 
measured property is a function of the quantum state of the molecule, 
only an ensemble average can be obtained. A statistical theory of 
the state of the matter as well as one of the quantum mechanics of 
the isolated process is involved in the full interpretation of the 
measurements. The use of molecular beam scattering techniques enables 
the selection of a single quantum state or range of states for measure- 
ment and the exploration of the dynamics of the molecular collision 
and the angular and energy dependence of the associated scattering. 
Thus direct molecular information can be obtained without, the need to 
use theories relating molecular to non-equilibrium properties. The 
realisation that the application of scattering methods to chemical 
problems provides an insight into intermolecular dynamics that can not
be obtained in any other way has led to the development of new experimental 
techniques (see FLU 73) for use in a number of different fields of chemical 
interest.
The first chemical applications of beam techniques were in the fields of 
bimolecular reactions (BUL 5^, TAY 55) and elastic scattering (BUG 75). 
The early experiments were performed with alkali metals. The results 
from reactive scattering studies led to the recognition of different 
limiting models for reaction and their link with product angular scatter- 
ing pattern, whilst elastic scattering resulted in the first unambiguous 
measurement of intermolecular potentials. Subsequent to those earlier 
experiments investigations have been performed on non-alkali systems 
in both reactive (LEE 69, LEE 68 and Grice's review (GEE 75) ) and 
elastic (AQU 72, SCH 72) scattering.
Initially beam studies were confined to systems in which the collision 
dynamics were governed by a single potential surface. Improvements in 
beam sources and detection techniques in about 1968 gave impetus for 
scattering studies in the energy range 1-100 eV, where new areas of the 
potential surface are explored and electronic states come much closer 
or may even cross. In this energy regime the fields of chemistry and 
physics truly merge (HAS
If the ground state surface of the colliding pair comes close to an 
ionic one then the system may exit in the ionic channel. The special 
interest in charge transfer lies in its close relationship to chemical 
reaction kinetics and its suitability to provide information about diabatic 
behaviour at the crossing of potential surfaces. A large number of papers 
have appeared in the literature (see, for example, AUE 73 1 HUB 75 and
BAE 75 for a review), primarily repprting results for alkali beams crossed 
with halogens (BAE 69, MOU 71) or small inorganic molecules (BAE 71, 
LAC 70). These measurements have enabled the Landau-Zener approximation 
(ZEN 32) to be tested and it has been shown to describe the behaviour of 
the total cross section with collision energy quite well. This has led 
to the determination of a number of non-diagonal matrix elements, H,_, 
for the systems.
Differential cross section measurements, giving the angular distribution 
of the ions produced, potentially provide more information about the 
dynamics of the collision and total cross section measurements were soon 
followed by experiments intended to determine the differential cross 
sections (e.g. DEL 72). Data obtained from these experiments are compared 
with simplified classical calculations or trajectory calculations (DUE 73)? 
in which the three-body character of the collision is taken into account.
(More generally, the development of "fast" digital computers has enabled 
the powerful technique of classical trajectory calculations (WAL 58, 
BLA 63) to be applied to chemical areas of interest. Earlier trajectory 
calculations on the single lowest adiabatic surface (e.g. BLA 69) have 
been followed by calculations involving more than one surface (TUL 71) )
Non-adiabatic collisions have also been investigated by observation of 
electrons or photon emitted following collisional excitation. A number 
of possible non-adiabatic transitions can take place during a collision 
(see Table I, KEM 75) and the information yielded from total cross 
section, Q(E,AE), measurements depends on the experimental technique 
adopted (see Table III, KEM 75).
Measurement of O~(©, E,AE), the differential cross section as a function 
of scattering angle 0 , collision energy E, and energy loss A E contains 
a similar wealth of information and the experimental work reported in 
this Thesis was carried out on a crossed beams time of flight machine in 
which cr(e, E, A E) is determined by measuring the time of flight spectrum 
of the projectile beam as a function of scattering angle. Suitable 
analysis of the data provides information on the relative probabilities 
for population of excited states, crossing radii, coupling matrix elements 
and details of excitation mechanisms.
Chapter 2 describes, in some detail, the apparatus used in this work. 
The primary beam is produced by ion beam neutralization, one of the 
oldest methods of producing high energy neutral beams. The sole dis- 
advantage of this technique is the decrease in beam intensities at lower 
energies due to space charge effects.
Chapter 3 deals with K/Ar differential cross sections which have already 
been reported in the literature (KER 75? FUJ 75a) but because of con- 
flicting results reported by other groups have since been checked. 
Oscillatory structure is observed in these differential cross sections 
which can not be interpreted in terms of any of the standard phenomena 
giving rise to such features in differential cross sections.
The time of flight data collected over the period of the Thesis is 
reported in Chapter ^f. The results are presented as time of flight 
profiles at a range of scattering angles and as differential cross 
sections obtained from them for the inelastic processes taking place. 
The systems which have undergone investigation are HI, CH I, CH-.C1, 
CF,I and C H^I. These molecules have received considerable attention
in the literature and the reaction K + CH I > KE + CH follows a classic 
harpooning mechanism. The electron affinities of the methyl halides have 
also been studied (MOU
A discussion of the results presented in Chapter *f is given in Chapter 5- 
The energy losses in the potassium electronic excitation are compared 
with a simple model in which the differential cross section is calculated 
from the small angle formulae (FLU 73) and the Landau-Zener approximation, 
It is found that stretching of the target molecule bond during the 
collision plays a key role in determining the energy loss (see MOU 79 and 
LOS 79 re bond stretching in alkali/halide experiments) and, not surpris- 
ingly, (BRO 66) the collision dynamics are highly orientation dependent. 
The model parameters are listed for CH.,1. The close link between the 
excitation mechanism and that for reaction is obvious. Higher energy 
transfer processes are reported though no quantitative modelling has 
been carried out.
The possibility of conducting an experiment in which the observation of 
a photon emitted from an excited particle is accompanied by detection of 




The apparatus used to obtain the results reported in this thesis has 
been designed to measure the differential cross sections of alkali 
metal atoms at energies up LO 1000 eV scattered from various target 
molecules. The fast alkali beam can be pulse modulated so that any 
electronic or vibrational excitation taking place in the course of the 
collision can be recorded by measurement of the time of flight of the 
scattered atom, allowing the post-collision states of the colliding 
partners to be inferred. The observations are confined to a narrow 
angular region about the main beam line because of the low beam inten- 
sities, however by varying the incident beam energy it is possible to 
probe different regions of the potentials involved. The initial con- 
struction of the equipment has been described by Duchart (DUG 71) and 
subsequent alterations by Kerr (KER 75) and Reddington (RED 73). A 
relatively brief description of the apparatus shall be given here as 
no major modifications have been made to it in the course of the present 
work.
2.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
A charge exchange mechanism is used to produce the fast main 
beam of potassium atoms. Produced initially as ions, the fast 
beam is focussed and modulated by a series of electrostatic 
lenses before being neutralised. The neutral beam is collimated 
and intersected by a target beam at right angles. The scattered 
potassium atoms are ionised on a cool tungsten wire and detected
via a scintillator and photomultiplier. The detector is 
scanned in a plane at right angles to the plane defined by 
the two beams. Atoms arriving at the detector stop a 50 MHz 
clock running in synchronism with the pulse modulation so 
that the flight time can be recorded. A schematic diagram 
of the apparatus is given in figure 2.1.
2.2 VACUUM SYSTEM
The various sections of the experiment are contained within 
a vacuum system composed of four differentially pumped 
chambers. These contain the main beam source, the cross beam 
source, the intersection region and the detection system. The 
first three chambers are pumped by oil diffusion pumps with 
liquid nitrogen cryo baffles. The diffusion pumps are backed 
by two rotary pumps on a common roughing line. The detector 
is connected to the collision chamber by flexible bellows and 
the only aperture into the detection region is a narrow slit 
permitting atoms scattered from the collision zone to reach the 
filament. The detector chamber is initially pumped out through 
this slit and an ion pump and a titanium sublimation pump used
to bring it down to a high vacuum. This system allows pressures
-6 
of around 10 torr to be obtained in the main beam source
chamber during an experiment, with the cross beam source and
-5 -5 collision chambers at 5 x 10 and 2 x 10 torr respectively.
-8 
The detector chamber maintains a pressure of around 5 x 10 torr,
2.3 MAIN BEAM SOURCE
Potassium ions are produced by surface ionisation on a porous 






































































































































































































The potassium vapour diffuses to the ionising surface from the 
rear of the disk which is bathed in potassium vapour from an 
oven maintained at a temperature of about 250 C. The ion source 
is kept at a positive voltage corresponding to the desired final 
beam energy. A simple two element electrostatic lens system 
serves to focus the ions into the Lindholm Gustaffson lens, 
the function of this lens is to focus and steer the ion beam 
and its modification to suit this apparatus is fully described 
in Reddington's thesis. Several of the lens elements in this 
are split to allow the operator to compensate for slight mis- 
alignments of the ion lenses by the application of suitable 
steering voltages.
Exiting from the Lindholm Gustaffson lens the ion beam enters 
the pulsing lens. Beam modulation is accomplished by the 
application of a pulsed voltage across the beam path. After a 
suitable delay a voltage is applied down the beam line such that 
those ions at the rear of the beam pulse experience a greater 
acceleration than those at the front of the pulse. This has the 
effect of compressing the original beam pulse, which has a half 
width of about 1.3 yt<s, into a much narrower pulse with a half 
width of 60-80 ns. For a beam with a laboratory energy of 
200 eV this corresponds to a width of about 1.5 eV. A more 
complete description of the velocity compression is given else- 
where (MCC 78).
The pulsed ion beam is now neutralised by passing it through 
the charge exchange chamber which contains potassium vapour at 
150 C. This temperature is required to give the optimum
intensity in the neutral beam. For lower temperatures the 
number density of the vapour is too low to neutralise adequate 
numbers of the ions. Conversely, if the vapour pressure is too 
large, the beam intensity is reduced by multiple collisions 
within the chamber.
Any ions remaining in the main beam are deflected by the dump 
plates which have a voltage across them of 100V. The pulsed 
neutral beam passes through the collimating slits into the 
scattering chamber.
2.k CROSS BEAM PRODUCTION
The main beam has been designed to run for periods of up to 
120 hours and in this time it may be desirable to perform experi- 
ments with a number of different target beams. It was therefore 
important to design the cross beam source with this in mind. In 
the present apparatus a gas line is used for cross beam production, 
The primary advantage of such a system is that any problems 
arising in this area can be rectified externally without dis- 
rupting the main beam source and collision chambers. Similarly 
by isolating the gas line from the collision chamber it is 
possible to replenish or replace the cross beam material. Figure 
2.2 shows a typical gas line and illustrates how both gases and 
liquids at room temperature can be handled.
The cross beam is introduced from the gas line into the cross 
beam source chamber via tap 1. The cross beam source chamber 












































































































the pressure in the latter. The cross beam is produced by 
effusion through a capillary array and is chopped by a 
mechanical chopper to enable Signal + Noise (S + N) and 
Noise (N) to be differentiated. Light from a bulb falling 
on a photocell is also chopped, the light being off when the 
cross beam is off. The output from the photocell is monitored 
and each arrival at the detector is. labelled according to 
whether the target beam was on or off when the potassium atom 
passed through the collision zone. The target beam intensity 
is continuously monitored, by a differential ion guage placed 
immediately underneath the collision zone.
THE DETECTOR
The detector can be varied in angle with a precision of +/- 
0,002 degrees and is based on the ion detector described by 
Daly (DAL 60). Scattered potassium atoms entering the detector 
chamber are ionised on a cool tungsten wire. The ions produced 
are focussed on to an aluminised surface and the secondary 
electrons emitted are accelerated on to the scintillator. The 
voltages used in the detector to focus the ions and accelerate 
the electrons are in the range 10-20 kV. The exact running 
voltage is determined by the need to balance the increased 
efficiency at higher voltages with the increased noise rate 
which is obtained as the voltages are increased. The photons 
produced by the electron burst impinging on the scintillator 
are detected by a photomultiplier and the output pulse passed 
through an amplifier and discriminator. The detection of a 
pulse stops a ^>OMB.z clock counting into a 10 bit scalar and 
thus the time of arrival of the scattered potassium atom at
12
the detector is recorded. A schematic diagram of the detector 
is shown in Figure 2.3-
2.6 ALIGNMENT
Obviously when dealing with such a complex experimental system 
as that described here there are many components which can break 
down and lead to an experiment being aborted. It is therefore 
essential to thoroughly check all parts prior to starting a run 
and to minimise the problems caused by poor or careless assembly 
of the equipment. One of the main causes of trouble in this 
area is in the alignment of the ion lenses. Poor alignment leads 
to poor "cime of flight profiles and losses in the beam intensity. 
The present technique for alignment of the lenses uses a Helium/ 
Neon laser with a fine copper mesh in front of the beam. The 
diffraction pattern produced can be used to ensure that the 
apertures in the lens elements are all centred on the main beam 
line* This has proved to be a most satisfactory method of align- 
ment as it is both accurate and quick to perform.
2.7 DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM
The collection of data and control of the experiment is carried 
out by an on line DEC PDP11A5 ( J 75). A listing of the data 
collection software is given in Appendix A and Figure 2.^f shows 
the signal collection and experimental control arrangements 
schematically.
Experiments can run for times of up to 120 hours and data collec- 
tion at the wider angles can take 12 hours so it is highly desir- 








Figure 2.3 SCHEMATIC OF THE DETECTOR
The diagram above shows the Detector used to collect the results 
presented in this Thesis. In an attempt to improve detection 
efficiency, reduce noise levels and decrease the pulse FWIIH an 
improved ion focussing system was designed along the lines shown 
below. Although this was not installed in the equipment prior 
to completion of this work, tests since have shown an improvement 
in energy resolution and S/N ratios.
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experimental variables as automated as possible. Also, in 
order to optimise the efficiency of an experimental run, it 
is important to keep the operator well informed about the 
current experiment, allowing him to change the course of the 
experiment as appropriate.
The initial development of the control software was carried 
out by Kerr and the requirements of the program are fully 
described in his thesis. Various refinements have been added 
since then but neither these nor the introduction of beam 
modulation have radically altered the structure of the program
As described above, each arrival at the detector stops a 
clock counting into a 10 bit scalar. There are four separate 
scalars and every fourth arrival at the detector triggers an 
interrupt to the computer and the scalar readings, the total 
experimental time since the last transfer and the cross beam 
on/off flag are transferred to the EDPII/^- At the same time 
output from the cross beam monitor, an ion guage to monitor 
chamber pressures, the detector's angular position and the 
condition of the experimental control flags are passed to the 
data collection program. The operator interacts with the soft- 
ware via the control flags which take the form of three push 
buttons, coded in binary as an integer in the range 0 to 7- 
Different combinations of the buttons produce different responses 
from uhe computer.
The program reads in thirty-two experimental variables at the 
start of a run and these define the nature of the experiment and
16
the way in which it is -co be carried OUT:. The data passed from 
the experiment to the computer is given in Table 2.1 and the 
thirty-two experimental variables in Table 2.2.
Changes in the beam intensities or pressure in the collision 
chamber will lead to the operator being notified and data 
collection may be suspended to avoid corruption of data already 
written to disk. Data is written to disk every ten minutes. 
More frequent writing to disk would leave less computer time for 
the actual collection of data, whereas less frequent writing 
could lead to the loss of more data in the event of the computer 
breaking down.
The Signal to Noise ratio is estimated every two minutes as is 
the rate of counting into the peak in the spectrum. Feedback 
to the operator is provided automatically every fifteen minutes 
giving information about average peak growth rates, current peak 
growth rates, estimated Signal/Noise ratios and the beam inten- 
sities. Additional feedbacks may be obtained at any time by 
pressing the appropriate experimental control buttons.
Recently the cross beam intensity control has been automated. 
If the signal from the cross beam monitor indicates a decrease 
in intensity the computer notifies the operator and switches 
a relay, thereby increasing the current to the heating coils 
on the cross beam reservoir. If the intensity is persistently 
high or low the operator is advised, via the teletype, to adjust 
the rheostat accordingly. This modification has proved to be
TABLE 2.1 ; 32 EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES
1 Date
2 Main Beam Energy
3 Main Beam Mass 
*t Target Beam Temp
5 Target Beam Mass
6 Main Beam Centre Position
7 Output File Number
8 C.E.C. Slit Size
9 Post C.E.C. Slit Size
10 Pre-scattering Centre Slit Size
11 Target Beam Width
12 Detector Width
13 Detector Height
Beam Height at Scattering Centre 
Clock Period
16 = 0 : Spectrum = S + N - N 
= 1 : Spectrum = S + N -r N




21 Step Size for Angle Scan
22 = 0 : Manual Angle Selection 
= 1 : Stepwise Angle Scan 
=2 : Pseudo-random Angle Scan
23 Number of Main Beam Pulses per 1024- Clock Pulses
Required Counts in Peak Before Angle Change
= 0 : Manual Control of Cross Beam
= 1 : Automatic Control of Cross Beam 
26 Minimum Acceptable Peak Counting Rate 
27,28 Angle Table Entry Points
29 Frequency of Reference Profile Collection
30 Time Between Main Beam Intensity Checks
31 = 0 : No Main Beam Monitoring
- 1 : Monitor Main Beam and Notify Operator of any Changes
- 2 : Monitor Main Beam and Suspend Data Collection if it 
Changes by More Than ICf'j.
32 As 31, but fo:.- Cross Beam Monitoring.






























successful and provides the experimenter with a more stable 
cross beam.
Further programs exist on the POP 11 allowing the operator 
to inspect the time of flight spectra on the Tektronix VDU 
and to perform simple statistical measurements on the data.
2.8 RUNNING AN EXPERIMENT
The final section in this Chapter is intended to give, in 
some detail, an account of the communications to and from 
the data collection program (DCP^) and the accompanying 
operator actions. Having produced the two beams (see Table 2.3 
for normal running conditions) the 32 experimental variables 
should be initialised to their appropriate values and the 
data collection program run.
The first action of the software is to "flash" the detector 
filament for two minutes. A relay is used to switch off the 
detector EHT supply and simultaneously doubling the current 
through the detector filament. This has the effect of decon- 
taminating the tungsten wire, thereby reducing the noise 
level and is repeated periodically throughout an experimental 
run.
This completed, the 32 variables are read in and the operator 
is prompted "Ideal Cross Beam:" The correct response is the 
signal which the PDP11 should receive from the ADC, connected 
to the cross beam monitor, corresponding to the chosen 
attenuation.
20
TABLE 2.3 : NQEMAL OPERATING CONDITIONS
All ion beam currents, neutral beam intensities and voltages are for 




Ion current on 1st plate of deceleration lens
x 10~6A
Pulsing lens : Z Pulse 19.8V
Pulsing lens : clear pulse 30V
C.E.C. temperature
Ion pump plate voltage 110V
Current on Dump Plates x 10~ 1 °A
Pressure in Chambers 1 and 2
- 
10 TOER
Pressure in cross beam source chamber x 10~-^TORR









The main beam intensity is then measured, a scattering angle 
in the range specified by the operator selected, and the 
detector driven to that angle to commence data collection.
Assuming that no problems arise, the program will now collect 
a number of time of flight spectra, automatically changing 
angle when a pre-selected number of arrivals (typically /v/1200) 
have been counted into the peak in the spectrum. Cross beam 
intensity, detector angular position, chamber pressure and 
experimental control flags are constantly monitored through 
two ADCs and the interface communications. The main beam is 
monitored, references taken and the filament flashed at time 
intervals specified by the operator. Under such conditions 
the experiment is fully automated and the operator's tasks 
are reduced to reading the quarter-hourly feedback and 
topping up the cold traps with liquid nitrogen.
Unfortunately, such an idyllic situation is not always achieved 
and a number of situations can arise requiring operator inter- 
vention. Some of the more common of these are described below 
with the associated computer message and suitable operator 
response.
i) Pressure Problems:
The PDP11 monitors the collision chamber pressure and if this 
changes the message "Pressure changed from I_I to i ' " is printed, 
No further action is taken by the software. However, if this 
is because of a decrease in the target beam intensity (due 
possibly to the cross beam reservoir running out) this, too,
22
shall be detected and data collection suspended pending operator 
intervention. A rise in the pressure can be due to pump failure 
or a leak but is more commonly associated with cold traps warming 
up. A consequence of increased pressure in the collision chamber 
is an increase in the noise level and a decrease in the signal 
rate. This is detected by the software, which measures the 
count rate every two minutes and the message "Count rate very 
low; Data collection stopped" is output on the TT. Thus corrup- 
tion of existing data is avoided and, having remedied the fault, 
the operator may restart data collection where it was abandoned.
ii) Cross Beam Problems:
The cross beam intensity is constantly monitored. The program.
attempts to correct for any changes in this by switching a
rheostat and also informs the operator of its action. If it is
unable to control the beam data collection is halted and the
operator is required to find and fix the problem before restarting
it.
iii) Main Beam Problems:
The main beam intensity is measured fairly infrequently since 
it is found, once established, to be fairly stable. Main beam 
failure would give rise to "low count rate" messages and would 
also be obvious from the calculate signal/noise ratios given in 
the feedback every 1.5 minutes. No action, other than alerting 
the operator, is taken for changes in the beam intensity less 
than 1C$. This prevents small drifts in the beam intensity 
disrupting data collection. For changes larger than this, 
data collection is suspended and the operator informed.
23
Changes in the neutral flux can arise for a number of reasons. 
These include blockage of the CEC slits, contamination of ion 
lenses by diffusion pump oil and warming of qold traps in the 
main beam source traps.
The software also checks the angular position of the detector 
and halts data collection if this changes. In all cases, data 
collection is restarted by pressing the appropriate coding 
on the 3 communication flags on the interface. These are 
constantly monitored by the program and its response to each 
of the 8 possible codes is as follows:-
000 No, action.
001 Read new values for one or more of the 32 
experimental variables.
010 Give a "feedback" immediately.
011 Write all data to disk and stop program.
100 Go to TT for instruction. Valid responses are:- 
F : Flash filament for 60 seconds; 
L : List values for 32 experimental variables; 
R : Measure reference spectrum; 
X : Read in new value for ideal cross beam.
101 Halt data collection;
110 Restart data collection.
111 Write data to disk, select new angle, drive to 
it and continue data collection.
CHAPTER 3
K/Ar DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS
This chapter is concerned with differential cross sections collected for 
the collision system potassium/argon. This system has been extensively 
studied over the years (KEM 7*f), (BUG 68) and the experimental results 
discussed in this chapter have been previously published (KER 75), (FLU 
The reasons for the current analysis are twofold. Firstly, to check the 
potentials obtained from these experimental results in view of the con- 
flicting results reported by other workers (MAL 70), (PAS 7*f), and to 
determine whether the oscillatory structure observed in the cross 
sections is the result of noise or evidence of some process taking 
place in the course of the collision.
3.1 DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
The data takes the form of a series of scattering intensities 
measured at scattering angles from 0 to 5 degrees in the lab 
frame of reference and at collision energies between 100 and 
400 eV lab. These were collected on the crossed molecular 
beams apparatus described in the previous chapter, prior to 
the development of the time of flight technique. The data 
collection took place under program control by the PDP11/V?. 
For each set of data the angle scan was completed in a pseudo- 
random manner to prevent any systematic noise effects creeping 
into the data. The detector was returned to the main beam 
centre at periods of about six minutes to monitor the main 
beam intensity. Relative, rather than absolute, intensities 
have been gathered but they are inter angle normalised. The 
data are fully presented in Kerr's thesis and are shown here 







































































































The first step in the analysis of the data is the transformation 
to the centre of mass frame and the application of the resolution 
correction calculated for the apparatus (RED 73). The method 
of obtaining the potentials, due to Firsov (FIR 53), relied 












inter particle potential at R
collision energy
point of closest approach of particles
The potential can then be obtained by numerically evaluating 
the relations 3-2 and 3-3«
V(R) = E (1 - D / * ) 3-2




The problem, therefore, is one of evaluating the deflection function,
, from the observed scattering data. The classical scattering 
intensity, I(9O, is given by equation J>.k  
33
K9<) =
Re-arrangement of this gives:-
= 2 1(90 SinXd X 3-5
It is not possible to calculate b(X ) directly from the present 
data as it does not extend to "|C radians. In addition the fact 
rhat the data consists of relative, rather than absolute, 
differential cross sections means that there is a constant in 
front of the integral. The method of normalisation involves 
choosing some previously evaluated potential for the K/Ar 
system and computing <3"(X) and b(X) for that potential at 
the appropriate energy at -che normalising angle 9\K. The values 
thus obtained are assumed to agree with the experimental 
results and the deflection function is calculated using 
equation 3-6.
= (b2(» - 20-(X') Sintf'd X') 3.6
This is equivalent to equating both X(b) and TT~ of the 
data and the normalising potential at the normalisation 
angle , A ̂  .
It can be seen that this technique is only valid if the 
experimental results are in good agreement with the normalising 
potential as it forces the deflection function on to that of 
the normalising potential. The results using this technique
to normalise the data under discussion to the potential 
obtained by Kempter's group (KNE 76) are shown in figure 3-8.
For narrow angle scattering from potentials of the form 
V(R) = C/ RS the following relations hold:-
3.7
3.8
All variables have the previously given definitions.
From equation 3-7 it can be seen that the cross section, 0", is
- ( 2+ S ) 2 proportional to ^   Hence a plot of log (O~,X ) against
log (X) will have slope S and will therefore give an estimate
of the R dependence of the potential. This has been carried out 
for the data shown in figures 3«1 to 3«7 and the potential is 
estimated to be:-
V(R) =
The potential shown in figure 3-8 has a much softer R dependence 
than this - a result of forcing the deflection function on to 
that of Kempter's potential.
Equations 3-7 and 3-8 can be re-arranged to give:-
2 3.9r^H-1
cc = -• r<H
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V(R)/eV
o Kempter potential V(R) .
Potential from present work
obtained by equating 








Figure 3.8 : K/Ar potentials
2 
If a value of S is obtained from a plot of log (QfX ) against
log CX ) and CT CX n) is used to normalise the data then 
equation 3-9 can be used to obtain a value for C. Equation 3-8 
is then used to calculate bC'X n ) from the estimated potential.
In terms of the deflection function this is equivalent to 
equating the value of d/< for the normalising potential
db 
   for the expe
db"
with  ~ erimental results.
Similarly it is possible to equate bCX ) at *X n f°r "the data 
and potential and to use equation 3-10 to obtain a value for C. 
It is then possible to calculate (T (OO at any angle using 
equation 3-7 and thus normalise the intensity. This method of 
normalisation corresponds 1:0 equating b but not -vr-- at 'X n .
All three normalisation procedures are completely equivalent 
if the experimental results are in agreement with the normalising 
potential. This is not the case with the results discussed here 
and the normalising potentials of Cross and Malerich and Kempter. 
This is shown in figures 3-9 and 3-10.
In order to verify the accuracy of each of the three potentials 
obtained from the inversions a forward calculation was carried 
out in each case. This simply involved evaluating the differential 
cross sections predicted by each of the three parameterised 
potentials. The results of this calculation indicated that the 
best agreement was produced by equating bCX) at the normalising 
angle 'X n .
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V(R)/eV
Cross & Malerich Potential
Potential from present work 
obtained by normalising 

















Figure 3-10 : K/Ar Potentials
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The potential obtained from this work on the K/Ar differential 
cross sections has the form -
V(R) 5.8 x 107
and is valid in the region 2.^5 < R < 2.6 A and 1.6 -* V(R) ^ 5 eV.
In view of the discrepancy between this result and other work a 
more recent experiment has been carried out with K/Ar in collision 
at 200 eV lab collision energy. The results of this work were 
in agreement with the earlier work carried out by Kerr.
3.2 OSCILLATIONS IN THE K/Ar DATA
As was mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the Potassium/ 
Argon differential cross sections exhibit an oscillatory structure 
and this can be readily observed in figures 3«1 to 3-7- The 
magnitude of Tihese oscillations is comparable with the size of 
the error bars, wnich have been omitted in these diagrams for 
clarity.
It was felt worthwhile to carry out further investigation into 
the oscillations to determine if they were purely due to noise 
or if they were evidence for some underlying process occurring during 
the course of the collision. Each data set consisted of about 
500-600 observations at different angles throughout the range 
and the pseudo random angular scan should have avoided any 
systematic errors from entering the results due to important 
experimental variables drifting over an extended period of time.
The maxima and minima appeared to illustrate a fairly regular 
angular spacing for each data set and in order to check this the 
angular positions of the extrema were located and the extrema 
were indexed sequentially. Thus, if the peaks are at uniform 
angular separation, a plot of index number against angular 
position will produce a straight line.
Peaks which were both very small and close to their neighbours 
were thought to be noise and discounted. Similarly, extrema 
which were very far apart with a point of inflection between 
them had their index number increased as it was felt that the 
inflection probably corresponded to a peak in the data which 
had been masked by noise.
Plots were made of index number against angle for each of the 
sets of data and three of them are shown in figures 3-11 to 3«13- 
These can be seen to be linear with increasing angle and the 
slope decreasing as the collision energy is increased. Data 
sets at the same collision energy are found to be in good agree­ 
ment with each other. It is also noted that the angular spacing
of the extrema, A9 , increases in a regular way with collision
j. 
energy such that A9/E2 remains constant.
A number of different phenomena can lead to the appearance of 
oscillatory structure in the differential cross section. 
Oscillations always occur when more than one classical trajectory 
leads to Uie same deflection angle. These can arise as a result 
of a potential well in the scattering surface giving supernumerary
Index Number K/Ar : 200 eV LAB
4
Scattering Angle/Degrees 
Figure 3-11 : K/Ar positions of extrema in the differential Cross Section




Figure 3-12 : K/Ar positions of the extrema in the differential cross sections









Figure 3-13 : K/Ar positions of extrema in the differential cross sections
rainbows (widely spaced oscillations) and rapid oscillations. 
For angles greater than the rainbow angle, scattering on a single 
surface leads to a monotonic differential cross section as there 
is only one contribution 1:0 the classical path. This is the 
case with uhe range of the potential probed here. A revue of 
the features of elastic scattering is given in BUG 75-
For collisions in which a potential crossing can take place the 
possibility of interference in the elastic cross section arises. 
There are two trajectories in uhe elastic channel, one corres­ 
ponding to scattering on the ground state potential and the 
other coming from a crossing to the excited state potential 
on the inward passage followed by a transition to the ground 
state on the outward passage. The interference pattern is seen 
as a perturbation on the elastic scattering and was first reported 
by Stueckelberg in 1932 (STU 32).
The observed structure can not be Stueckelberg oscillations for 
a number of reasons. In the K/Ar data reported here the angular 
spacing of the extrema in uhe differential cross sections varies
such that A Q/^ remains constant whereas for Stueckelberg
JL 
oscillations ^0 varies such that A0E2 is constant. In fact it
does not seem likely that electronic excitation or access to 
any excited state potential surfaces is possible for the range 
of the potential probed by this experiment. Kempter et al 
(KEM 7*0 showed the threshold energy for excitation of the 
potassium oo the 4 P1 state to be about 19 eV - much further
up the repulsive wall of the potential than the current 
measurements.
Subsequent to the collection of these differential cross sections 
time of flight data has been obtained for the K + Ar collision 
system and the analysis of the results shows thai: the system is 
at least 98% elastic under the experimental collision conditions. 
These were at 105-9 eV centre of mass collision energy and out 
-co a scattering angle of 12.1^ degrees C.M.
CONCLUSIONS
The need for further work on the collision system K + Ar is apparent. 
Though perhaps less appealing to the experimentalist than systems in 
which substantial electronic excitation can be expected to take place, 
there are clearly two outstanding problems.
The strongly repulsive potential obtained from this work is very much 
out of step with that reported by other workers. It should be remembered 
that the values obtained for the potentials often have different ranges 
of validity. Nevertheless it is important to be convinced that the 
measurements taken and potentials obtained for -this, one of the simplest 
systems, are correct. It may be worthwhile checking the resolution 
correction calculated for the apparatus though it is difficult to believe 
that this can radically alter the results because it is only important 
for uhe scattering at angles of less than about 0.5 degrees.
It would be worthwhile carrying out further experiments to investigate 
the apparent oscillatory structure. Data obtained at other collision 
energy would provide further evidence for the existence of the oscillations 
as well as testing the relationship between A6 and the collision velocity.
CHAPTER
The bulk of the experimental work carried out for this thesis involved 
the investigation of inelastic collision processes using the time of 
flight crossed beam apparatus described in Chapter 2. The fast potassium 
beam was intercepted by alkyl halide type beams and time of flight profiles 
were collected for K + HI, CH Cl, CH I, C H I and CF I. The experimental 
results are presented in this chapter and the discussion follows in 
Chapter 5-
SYSTEMS STUDIED
Time of flight data has been collected for potassium/alkyl 
halide like collision systems. A full list of the systems 
studied is given in Table 4.1. These systems make suitable 
and interesting targets because of the large number of exit 
channels open to them. These include:-
RK-^K
K + RX — ?KX + E
(K + RXX )
K + RX
K + RX
K + RX — } K +
RX~ 
RX )






Processes (a) and (b) have been investigated at "thermal collision 
energies (KIN 72), (GER 72) and are well known examples of the 
electronic harpooning mechanism. The chemi-ionisation channel 
has been explored (BAE 75) and provides direct evidence for 



















REi_E 1 SYSTEMS STUDIED
The involvement of the ionic surface in coupling the ground 
and excited electronic states of the atom is confirmed by 
collision induced fluorescence studies (KEM 75)•
In the present work the reaction channel is closed by working 
at high relative collision energies. By working at scattering 
angles of less than 7 degrees the potassium atom trajectories 
can be considered as rectilinear and of constant velocity. 
Nevertheless interesting regions inside the harpooning radius 
can be probed and electronic excitation of up to "\k eV is 
observed.
k.2 DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
As stated in Chapter 2, time of flight profiles are collected 
at a number of angles in the range 0-7 degrees laboratory 
scattering angle. Periodically a reference profile is taken 
showing the scattering spectrum at 0 degrees. The data is 
transferred from the DEC PDP11A5 LO the Edinburgh Regional 
Computing Centre's ICL VV5 and it is on this that -che bulk 
of data analysis takes place. The data is transformed to 
the centre of mass frame (C.M.) and a five-point polynomial 
filter applied to each spectrum. The scattering data are 
then deconvoluted with the reference spectra using the H.P. 
Van Crittert method (JAN 70)- A listing of the deconvolution 
program, FILTER 7> is given in Appendix B. The thus obtained 
deconvoluted spectra are output into a file along with the 
various parameters required for further analysis of the data.
The data presented here were collected over a period of about 
three years and in this rime the location of the apparatus 
was changed. As a result of this and modification of the ion 
lens optics the position of the primary beam pulse varied by 
as much as 70ns between different experiments. The spectra 
were therefore adjusted in time so as to be relative to the 
unscattered beam arrival as measured in each experiment. It 
is this that has given rise to most of the noise seen in the 
results rather than counting statistics.
Spectra gathered at a number of angles for each target compound 
can be combined to produce a contour map showing the scattered 
flux as a function of scattering angle and post-collision 
velocity. Figure ^.1 shows such a plot for potassium/methyl 
iodide scattering at 164 eV C.M. Whilst this contour map 
clearly indicates that there is a lot of inelastic scattering 
taking place, the complexity of the surface represented tends 
to obscure the information contained in it.
As an aid to the interpretation of the data it is useful to 
take cuts across this scattering surface and sum all the 
arrivals within a certain narrow angular range. This gives 
rise to a series of angle averaged time of flight profiles 
for each system studied and the deconvolution process can 
be taken further on these, using once again the profile at 
0 degrees scattering as a reference. At both this and the 
earlier deconvolution it was checked that each peak on the 
deconvoluted spectra was accompanied by at least a hint of 
a peak on the undeconvoluted data. This was to ensure that
POST-COLLISION VELOCITY
Figure *f.1 : CONTOUR MAP OF 164 eV CM
This diagram shows T:he scattered potassium flux as a function of post- 
collision velocity and scattering angle. The labelled lines show the 
velocities corresponding to energy losses of 0, 1.62, 4, 6, 8 and 10 eV, 
The isotope can be seen at the left of the figure labelled ^1,00. At 
narrow angles the scattering is almost purely elastic and the contours 
of highest intensity are centred on the zero energy loss line. In 
contrast, at larger scattering angles "che scattered flux extends over 
a greater velocity range indicating that a substantial number of the 
encounters are resulting in vibrational and/or electronic excitation 
of one or both of the partners.
the deconvolution was not gathering noise uogether under a 
peak but was merely sharpening peaks that were already there.
The majority of the data is therefore presented as time of 
flight spectra and the energy losses corresponding to the 
positions of the peaks in the arrival spectra are shown. A 
table summarising the peaks in the arrival spectra at each 
scattering angle accompanies each set of data. Some of the 
spectra also show the undeconvoluted data.
Having established the energy losses it is possible to evaluate 
the differential cross sections for the relevant exit channels 
and to attempt a tentative assignment of the states involved 
and the mechanism by which they are populated. Some of the 
differential cross sections are presented in this chapter and 
a full discussion of the assignments and mechanisms involved 
follows in the next.
4.3 K/CH IDATA
Tables 4.2 and 4.3 list the peaks reported in the time of 
flight spectra for potassium/methyl iodide collisions at 81 eV 
and 164 eV (C.M.). All the energy losses listed in any one 
column are believed to be due to the same process. It will 
be noticed that there is a "jitter" in the values at which 
the maxima appear. This is presumably due to the change in 
the location of the equipment and the length of time over 
which the data were collected as the other data sets, which 
were mainly collected over only two or three runs each, do 
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However the essential features of the data are apparent. There 
are a large number of discrete processes taking place, uhe 
scattered potassium atoms exhibiting energy losses in the 
range 0 - 13 eV. Allowing for the already mentioned jitter 
in the location of the maxima in the arrival spectra the 
majority of the processes are observed to occur with an energy 
loss which does not vary with scattering angle. Surprisingly 
large energy losses of up to 12 eV are detected at the narrowest 
angles of observation, indicating the involvement of strongly 
attractive potentials in coupling the ground state to these 
highly excited states. It should be noted that there are 
differences between the data at the two different collision 
energies. This suggests the involvement of a potential surface 
on which the equilibrium geometry of the target molecule is not 
identical with that of the ground state and that some molecular 
geometrical re-arrangement takes place during the course of the 
collision. On exit from the collision the target molecule may 
be vibrationally excited. The extent of the excitation will 
depend on the time spent on the intermediate surface and hence 
on the collision energy.
In addition to the time of flight profiles, figures ^.33 to ^.38 
show the differential cross sections obtained for the various 
exit channels. At this point in the analysis it is not possible 
to assign absolute values to the intensities though all the 
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Figure 4.^3 : K/CH I Differential Cross Sections l64eV C.M.
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Figure 4.36 K/CH^I Differential Cross Sections 8leV C.M,
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Not surprisingly the methyl chloride data (shown in figures 4-39 
to 4.51) is similar in many respects to the methyl iodide data. 
The substitution of the lighter halide atom in the alkyl halide 
would not be expected to alter the overall features of the 
spectra. Once again a large number of discrete peaks in the 
data can be seen, with most of the observed energy losses 
constant with increasing scattering angle. Similarly, processes 
involving an energy transfer of up to 11 eV are present and 
onset at the narrowest.angles of observation. Table k.k 
summarises the energy losses observed.
Figures 4.52 to 4.54 show the differential cross sections for 
these processes.
K/CF I DATA
An obvious experiment to perform after changing the halide atom 
is to investigate the effects of changing the methyl group. 
Beam experiments in which a potassium atom beam is intersected 
by an orientated beam of CELI molecules show that the iodine 
end is much more reactive than the methyl end and that a direct 
collision between the potassium and iodine is probably necessary 
for reaction (BRO 66). In contrast, experiments on potassium 
in collision with orientated trifluoromethyl iodide molecules 
show that there is no steric hinderance "to the reaction (BRO 73) 
and ohat there is a nigher probability of forming potassium 
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Figure 4.52 : K/CH^Cl Differential Cross Sections 115 eV C.M,
87
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Figure ^.53 : K/CH Cl Differential Cross Sections 115 eV C.M,
88















Figure k.$k : K/CH Cl Differential Cross Sections 115 eV C.M.
89
This is explained by the fact that the CF molecule has a 
greater electron affinity than the iodine atom and since the 
reaction K + CF I -> KI + CF proceeds via an harpooning 
mechanism the CF accepts the donated electron more readily 
•than the iodine atom.
Figures 4.55 to 4.^8 show the time of flight profiles for 
K/CF I at 170 eV C.M. collision energy. Table 4-5 lists the 
energy losses observed and shows strong similarities to the 
methyl halide data given in Tables 4.3 and 4.4: a number of
t
discrete features with large energy losses detected for very 
narrow angular scattering. As in the CH_I data the results 
for collisions at 86 eV C.M. and 1?0 eV C.M. differ. The cross 
sections obtained for the K/CF I are shown in figures 4.59 to
The 86 eV C.M. K/CF I data is presented as a contour map 
(Figure 4.62) as the quality and quantity of the data is such 
that a contour map is fairly readily understood. Main beam 
intensities decrease as the lab beam energy is reduced due 
to increased space charge effects and the apparent increased 
sensitivity of the beam to the ion lens voltages and this has 
limited the number of experiments carried out at lower collision 
energies. It can be seen that the energy resolution of the 
equipment is improved at this energy and the different exit 
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Figure 4.60 : K/CF I Differential Cross Sections 1?0 eV C.M,
97
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Figure ^.61 : K/CF I Differential Cross Sections 1?0 eV C.M.
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K/HI, K/G^H^I DATA ————^-tf————
The final two sets of data presented involve collisions in 
which the methyl group is replaced by either a lighter 
hydrogen atom or the heavier propyl group.
Figure A-.63 shows the contour map for K/HI scattering and 



















































































































Energy losses in K/CF I 86 eV C.M.
1 £ 1 ' 1 1 1 Z 
0.0 0.7 2.0 2.6 2.9 3-9 6.2
TABLE 4.7
Energy losses in K/C H I 166 eV C.M,
0.0 0.4 1.6 2.2 3.3 4.4 5.1 b.6 8.5 10.8 11.8 13.2
TABLE 4.8










DISCUSSION OF THE TIME OF FLIGHT DATA
In discussing the data presented in the last Chapter emphasis has been 
placed on understanding and explaining the results in terms of as simple 
a model as possible rather than in developing a sophisticated theoretical 
treatment. It will be shown that the simplest, "atomic", model whilst 
partially successful fails to provide an adequate solution and the need 
for a treatment specifically including the effects of internal motion of 
the target molecule becomes apparent.
BACKGROUND
Prior to embarking on the discussion of these results it is
worthwhile to pause and consider what may be observed.
The electronically excited states available to the potassium 
atom fall into the energy range up to k.J> eV. The lowest
lying excited potassium state is the l+j?* a corresponding
•£>;*.
to an energy transfer of 1.6 eV. There are a large number 
of other states extending up to the I. P. at k.^k- eV. The 
manifold of electronically excited states available in the
alkyl halides falls into three classes corresponding to
* 
valence transitions in the C-X bond of n — - ?-cr type, Rydberg
transitions to high nL states similar to those of the halide 
atom and valence o~ — >cr* transitions in the C-H bond. Transitions 
corresponding to all these three classes are observed in the 
optical spectra though the C-H transitions are seen only as a 
continuum background to the other processes (HER 66, BOS 72,
WAN 77). Photodissociation of the alkyl halides with radiation
103
in the region 3.5 - 6 eV occurs via the continuum A state
yr y
(n~-?CT*) and produces both -2-and -J halide atoms. The same cr* 
orbital occupied in the molecular negative ion is responsible for 
the translational excitation seen in the reaction K + RI —> KI + E 
(HER 73), a classic example of electronic harpooning.
In considering the time of flight data it is worth splitting the 
results into three energy loss regimes corresponding to potassium 
excitation (0 - k eV) , A state excitation (k - 6 eV) and lastly 
all peaks above 6 eV. Table 5-1 summarises all the energy losses 
reported in Chapter *f and compares the optically observed transi­ 
tions with the collision induced energy losses.
5.2 POTASSIUM EXCITATION AND ELASTIC CHANNEL
Before a model can be developed to explain the inelastic processes 
observed it is necessary to decide on the mechanism of excitation. 
If these proceed because of mixing of states the Massey criterion 
must be satisfied. This states that
A£Afcc-ic_£_i.L_ velocity 
for mixing of states to take place.
AE - Energy difference of states 
Ah = Collision lifetime
In the results reported here we observe low angle excitation very 
far removed from fulfilling the above criterion, leading to the 
conclusion that some specific process such as curve crossing 
must be involved.
TABLE 5.1 : TIME OF FLIGHT ENERGY LOSSES























































































1.6 -* 4.3 eV
A States
Continuum absorption 
onset 3-4 — ̂ 4.5 eV.
Assorted Rydberg transitions 
K 6 eV -> I. P. 





All but one process shows 
constant energy loss 
with increasing X -
Fewer states than optical 
spectra.
Large energy losses at 
very small EX.
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The simplest way in which excitation of the K* electronic states 
can take place involves a transition to the K /RX'' ionic potential 
surface. The vertical electron affinities of these alkyl halides 
are sufficiently small for the ionic state to intersect all the 
K* channels (including the ionised continuum) and thus to provide 
a route for populating these states. The harpoon model, equivalent
'f
to adiabatic behaviour at the ionic/covalent potential surface 
crossing, is well established as the mechanism for reaction in 
many alkali metal systems at thermal energies. At the collision 
energies of the present work the reaction channel is essentially 
closed because the fast K ion cannot accelerate the X ion 
rapidly enough to capture it before leaving the ionic surface. 
It is proposed that the excitation mechanism involves crossings 
to the attractive branch of the ionic potential. Crossings on the 
repulsive wall of the potentials would lead to onset of the 
inelastic processes at larger ETC values than those observed.
A number of further assumptions have to be made in order to 
test the model. As stated in the introduction, the emphasis 
is placed on developing a simple model to account for the 
broad features of the observed scattering and, as a first 
approximation, the collision is assumed to be isotropic and 
sudden with respect to R-X motion, ie the R-X bond is frozen 
at its equilibrium value throughout the collision. The diabatic 
potential surfaces are then solely a function of the K-X co­ 
ordinate. The potentials are shown in Figure 5-1 •
The differential cross sections are then obtained by using
the small angle scattering formulae (equations 5-1» 5-2) and










Figure 5-1 : Schematic diagram of potential curves
10?
at each traversal of the crossing regions. It should be noted 
that any exit channel can be reached via two paths, according 
to whether or not the electron is transferred on the first 







P = exp (-2-rt 2 AEy4icr|w,' - W^_ 5-3
where S = repulsive power of the potential 
X = scattering angle 
E 
b = impact parameter
cr
- collision energy
= differential cross section
= energy gap between adiabatic potentials
W t = gradient of diabatic potential at the crossing point
cr = radial velocity
h = Plank's constant
P - the probability that there is no change in the
electronic state during the passage of the crossing
region,
The model is at least partially successful inasmuch as potassium 
excitation is predicted to onset at very low scattering angles. 
However the model is less satisfactory in predicting the change 
in angular onsets of the K* excitation with incident energy 
observed in the K/CH.,1 data. The thresholds are observed to
108
occur at lower ETC values in the 81 eV data, whereas the basic 
model outlined above necessarily predicts constant EX values 
(assuming .straight line trajectories). More important are the 
differences between the predicted and observed energy losses. 
The model only permits energy losses corresponding to the 
electronic states of the separated species, the lowest of these 
being the K(^p) lying 1.62 eV above the ground state. Some of 
the results show peaks in the spectra at energy losses lower 
than this. These are clearly not assignable to any electronic 
excitation and must be associated with vibrational excitation. 
The most drastic assumption of the basic model is the neglect 
of the internal motion of the target molecule during the collision. 
Assuming a vertical transition the electron transfer at the 
crossing point yields (RX) in a strongly repulsive state. During 
the collision lifetime, typically 10 S, changes in the C-X bond 
distance can be expected to occur which will greatly alter the 
electron affinity and hence the position of the ionic/covalent 
crossing. Such effects have been discussed by other workers in 
connection with chemical reaction and chemi-ionisation (ATE ??)• 
The potentials for CH l(x), CH I~ and CH I(A) are shown in 
Figure 5-2. Stretching of the C-rX bond will move the crossing 
to larger R values (Figure 5-3) and on the return of the electron 
substantial vibrational excitation can be expected in the C-X 
bond. The extent of this energy transfer clearly depends on the 
time spent on the ionic surface, the gradient of the negative 
molecular ion potential and the reduced mass of the target molecule, 
For collisions with b •< R. there are two classical paths leading 
to any angle of deflection, corresponding to diabatic or adiabatic 
behaviour at the crossing point. This results in each electronic
109
V(R)/eV










Figure 5-3 • Potential curves for K/RX type system. The solid 
ionic curve corresponds to C-I in its equilibrium position. 
Stretching C-I changes the electron affinity and gives the
dotted ionic potential with crossing at JRj ;> R,
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exit channel being accompanied by two peaks in the time of flight 
spectrum.
Figure 5-^ shows the lower energy losses for each of the data 
sets, plotted as a function of the collision time, reduced mass 
of the oscillator and the gradient of the negative ion potential 
(WEN 69) . The losses are observed to be proportional to the 
collision lifetime and rise with decreasing oscillator mass as 
predicted by the model.
The model is again tested with the term -
Vion (HE-X ) = * exp - (R^ - E(o))
^- JiX
introduced into the total potential energy. The potassium- 
halide atom interaction remains coulombic and there is no K-R 
interaction.
This model is, however, still inadequate. If the parameters
used in V. (IL. ..) are taken to be those of the isolated ion ion K-X
(WEN 69) too much vibrational excitation is predicted, even in 
the ground electronic exit state. As the R-X bond stretches 
the crossing point moves to larger R values leading to a longer 
time spent on the ionic surface and a runaway situation is 
obtained with extensive bond dissociation. The data show the 
vibrational energy gain in the ionic (K(^S) and K(^fp) (ionic and 
covalent)) to be quite small (^ 1 eV in most cases) and nearly 
constant with increasing EX after threshold.











Process 4 K(*fp) 







(with crossing to ionic surface)
Process 1 K(^-s)
Figure 5-^ : Energy loss plotted against collision time and reduced 
mass of oscillator^^wCA
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particle. It is not sufficient to adjust the value of f* in 
equation 5-^ since if the vibrational energy gain in the K* (ionic) 
channel is fitted, too little energy loss is predicted in the 
K(^S) (ionic) exit channel r The results indicate that the R-X 
bond distance increases rapidly following electron transfer but 
that the repulsion soon drops to near zero. This suggests that 
the form of equation 5-^ is wrong and that V. also depends on 
the R-K separation. This is not unreasonable and could be 
interpreted as repulsion between the departing alkyl group 
by the K ion hindering the bond stretching, or as a change in 
the bond order of RX due to partial back transfer of the 
electron to K .
The potential surface is changed slightly therefore and an 
effective potential is used for the RX ion (Figure 5-5)•
The magnitude of the barrier shown on the ionic potential varies 
with the K/RX separation and is only present at very short 
separations. This should not be regarded as a physically exact 
description of the system but as an empirical adjustment made in 
an attempt to interpret the observations. It is not unreasonable 
to expect the potential, surface in the three-body "close encounter" 
occurring during the collision to be significantly different from 
the situation with the isolated RX ion and the K particle at 
infinite separation.
Figure 5«6 shows that this model predicts energy losses in good 
agreement with observation. The energy losses increase rapidly 
following onset and thereafter remain constant. Smaller impact 
parameters, leading to wider scattering angles, result in a
V(R)/eV
o
Figure 5-5 : Potentials for RX system. The dotted curve shows the 
perturbation introduced by the K ion and the form of the effective 










































































































































































































































































greater barrier being introduced into the RX potential, thereby 
preventing the runaway situation experienced with the unperturbed 
potentials.
It will be seen that adiabatic behaviour at the crossing point 
leads to scattering into narrower angles even in the electronic 
ground state exit channel. This rainbowing is a result of the 
increase in the crossing radius due to the changing electron 
affinity which in turn means that more time is spent on the 
attractive branch of the K /RX potential (see Figure 5»3)« 
This effect is most pronounced in the 81 eV CH I and the 115 eV 
CH Cl data. Smaller impact parameters lead to smaller scattering 
angles and increased energy losses as the vibrational excitation 
approaches its maximum value. Thus we note two energy losses 
are reported for process 2 in these data sets. In the case of 
the CH I this arises because of the longer collision time and 
with the CH-,C1 it is because of the smaller reduced mass of the 
oscillator.
A listing of the program is given in Appendix C and its structure 
is shown below. The ionic surface is accessed at R,., and, 
assuming a straight line trajectory, the time spent on the
surface, T, can be calculated from b and u~ . The acceleration
dV on the system is calculated from -r- and the change in the C-X
bond length calculated using classical equations of motion.
On return to the main program the crossing radius is recalculated 
with the electron affinity appropriate to the new C-X bond length. 
If this is significantly different from the previously calculated
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crossing radius then the system will be unable to cross back on 
to a neutral surface after time T. The trajectory continues on
the ionic surface for the extra time and the changes in
target molecule geometry throughout this period once again have 
to be evaluated. This iteration takes place until the crossing 
radius becomes nearly constant, allowing the system access to 
the neutral surface.
Throughout the collision the separation of the K ion and thf 
(CH I) has to be calculated in order that the perturbation of 







Input model parameters 
Output potentials if desired 
Select initial impact parameter, b




v Calculate time on ionic potential, T, from b and crossing 
radii and divide into 50 intervals.
dV Evaluate -r— and acceleration of C-I system
Find new r at end of T/^O interval. 
Is time on ionic potential Z. T
YES NO
ix Return to main program and calculate new crossing radius, R n
Is /R - R, j > 0.005 Rn?
YES
xi Calculate X (b) ,
I NO
and Energy loss using small angle
formulae for the appropriate portions of each potential 
curve.
xii Output results and select new b.
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The hydrogen iodide data was not plotted on Figure 5-^ due to 
the enormous difference in the magnitude of the reduced masses. 
On the basis of the model presented here the HI~ molecule would 
be expected to rapidly fly apart once the ionic surface is 
accessed. Figure 5-7 shows the differential cross section data 
collected for K/HI collisions at 157 eV c.m. and, even allowing 
for the large error bars, the decrease in scattered intensity 
expected can be seen. Once on the ionic surface the H-I bond 
stretching moves the crossings back to the neutral K/HI surfaces 
to large K-HI separations so rapidly that the K ion becomes
i tj t
trapped on what is simply a K /I potential curve. The crossing
o
radius for this system is at about 11.3A and the crossing 
probability is known to be very small. Thus no neutral flux 
is observed at scattering angles corresponding to impact parameters 
smaller than R..
Further evidence of the "trapping" is shown in Figure 5-8, the 
differential cross sections for K/CELI at 81 and 16A- eV c.m. 
These show the intensity of all the neutral exit channels summed. 
Only a small decrease in total intensity is observed in the 16^1- eV 
results, whereas a dramatic reduction is seen in the 81 eV data. 
This suggests that at the lower collision energy dissociation of 
the CH-,1 molecule is taking place, leaving the potassium in its 
ionic state.
For comparison, the dashed line shows the calculated cross section 
for single surface scattering from the ground state potential. 
This curve is not significantly different to the measured cross 
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Figure 5-8: K/Cll I Differential Cross Sections
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indicates that substantial ionization is taking place^
Defining -
P. (X) = crcalc OQ - ^obs (X)ion ——————*—————————————
(Tcalc (X)
where P. (X) is the probability of the system exiting in the 
ionic state, we can use the deflection function to extract the 







This illustrates clearly the effect of longer times being spent 
on the ionic surface with the target molecule re-arrangement 
giving rise to trapping on the ionic surface and increased 
probability of ionization.
Having accounted for the energy losses observed less than ^ eV it 
is necessary to attempt to fit the intensities observed in these 
exit channels. Attention is focussed on the CH,I data since 
it is only for this collision system that correctly normalised 
differential cross sections are available. Here too, however, 
difficulties are encountered in matching the observations with 
the predictions of the proposed model. The cross sections to 
be discussed are shown in Figure ^.33- Processes 1 and 2 are
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associated with scattering in the electronic ground state with 
motion at separations less than R. taking place on the neutral 
and ionic surfaces respectively. In the same way processes 3 
and *f correspond to K* (*fp) scattering with an early and late 
crossing. The cross section for 1 seems to show two reductions
in intensity. The earlier of these occurs at about 200 eV and
o
is compatible with a covalent/ionic crossing at about 3-3 A.
There appears to be a further decrease in intensity in the region 
of 600 eV , corresponding to smaller impact parameters. Further 
problems are found in explaining the observed onsets for K(^fp) 
scattering. Process 4, assigned as an early crossing on to the 
ionic surface, and therefore spending longer on the ionic surface, 
would be expected to onset at a lower scattering angle than 
process 3- In contrast the data shows a large increase in the 
intensity of potassium scattering in channel 3 at 200 eV , 
whereas the main onset in channel k appears to be at just over 
300 eV . A small peak in the early crossing K(^p) is detected 
at about 100 eV°.
It is expected that the position of R. is dependent on the 
orientation of the methyl iodide molecule with respect to the 
incident K atom. It has been shown (BRO 66) that for reaction 
to take place it is probably necessary for the K to impinge on 
the I "end" of the CH I molecule. See also (BUN 73) for potential 
surfaces contoured at several different orientations. The 
existence of two distinct decreases in the intensity of the elastic 
channel is evidence that the position of R. does not vary con­ 










Over most of the angular range Re does not change. The 
step change is required to explain the intensity variation




If the crossing radius was not constant over most of the angular 
range the onsets would not be as clear as those observed. From the 
intensity at different regions in the elastic channel we can 
estimate that about 70& of the K atoms strike the I end of the 
CH I molecule and 30% impinge on the methyl group. (Remarkably 
close to Brooks estimate of the ratios of 60:^0). One other fact 
becomes apparent. The second onset observed in channel k 
(corresponding to hitting the CH_, group) is much more intense than 
the onset at 100 eV despite the fact that somewhat less than half 
as many collisions hit this end as strike the iodine. This can 
only be explained if the ionic potential involved in this
i
orientation has a large shallow minimum resulting in extensive 
rainbowing. The potentials used in this final stage of the 
modelling are shown schematically in Figure 5»10 (and the various 
values of the parameters summarised below) . The results are 
plotted with the data in Figures 5-11 and 5 





V(R) = 0.2^ 0) - () + 1.61
Potential 3:
^ ̂2
(Iodine V(R) = 0.1 (^jpO - -^r~ - ~~ + I.P. - E.A. 
end)
(CH V(R) = 0.1 (^jp ) 5 
end)











Figure 5-10 : Schematic diagram of potential curves used in the 
calculations. The solid ionic curve applies if the K atom impinges 
on the I atom, the dotted potential if the CH group is encountered 
first.
12?
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Figure 5.12 : 16^- eV K/CH,I Differential Cross Sections calculation & data
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Form of CH^I(x) Potential:
V(R)
n C -2B (R-Ro) ~ - JS (R-Ro) ) 
= Do < e / -2e / <^
(CH
V(R) = <e~ " - 3-063 
= 1.65 
= 4.65
5.3 "A" STATE EXCITATION
In section 5-2 processes 1-4 (Table 5-1) were discussed and
explained in terms of K excitation involving motion on the
+ —
K /RX ionic potential surface. More difficulty is found in
understanding the energy losses entered under processes 5-8. 
Lying above the excited electronic potassium states they must 
be associated with electronic excitation of the target molecules 
(possibly accompanied by vibrational energy transfer). The
t
lowest lying Rydberg transitions observed in the optical spectra, 
corresponding to electron transitions to the (n + 1) Rydberg 
states (n = 3?C1; n = 5>l)> lie above these energies and so it 
is concluded that it is the "A" states of the target molecules 
that are involved. The effective transition is thus n(X)-J> cr *(C-X) 
The A states are repulsive (see Figure 5-13 for CH I(A)) and lead 
to dissociation of the molecule (HER 66). Optically these are 
observed to or^set in the range 3-5 - 4.5 eV reaching a maximum 
about 1 eV above onset, corresponding to a vertical transition. 
The continuum observed involves transitions to several states
including those dissociating to X-i and Xj_ . Collision induced2 *•
transitions would be expected to give discrete energy losses 
resulting from vertical transitions.
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The results from the present work show between 2 and 4 processes 
in this region with energy loss constant with increasing % and 
present two problems:- how the energy loss arises and what the 
population mechanism is.
In the iodides we may expect to observe two peaks in the time
of flight spectra arising from dissociation into 1^ and I_a_"£ -*-
However this splitting is about 0.9 eV and does not agree well 
with observed peaks. In the methyl iodide the 81 eV data shows 
4 processes at 4, 4.6, 5.0 and 5-7 eV while the 164 eV results 
show energy losses at 3-6, 4.8 and 5-5 eV. It may be that the • 
observations at 5 and 5-7 eV in the lower energy data are not 
resolved in the 164 eV collisions and give rise to a single 
maximum in the spectrum at 5-5 eV. The results would then be 
interpreted in terms of excitation of the A states (giving 
rise to two peaks in the spectra at about 4 eV and 5 eV from
two states dissociating into PI and P^ iodine atoms) . Further"2 *•
splitting of these two branches could be due to different popula-
i
tion mechanisms resulting in different degrees of molecular 
rearrangement, or vibrational excitation, similar to the model 
proposed for potassium excitation. The problem is not clarified 
by consulting the CF.,1 or C H^I data. In each case the spectra 
show three peaks in this energy loss region but they are not 
constant with changing collision energies (see results for K/CF I 
at 86 and 171 eV c.m.). Although some of the peaks have a spacing 
suggestive of I^ and Ij_ splitting (2.9 and 3-9 eV in 86 eV K/CF-I,
4.5 and 5.4 eV in 171 eV K/CF I, 3-3 and 4.4 eV in C H I) these 
are not seen at constant energy loss and no clear pattern emerges.
The K/CH Cl data shows two processes at ^.8 and 6.0 eV. This can 
not be due to the CIU and Cls states which have a spin orbit
"2 Z
splitting of only 0.3 eV, however Figure 13 shows that there are 
a number of states which may be populated. There are clearly 
enough possibilities but there is not yet enough data to assign 
the observed energy losses to specific exit channels.
Further difficulties are encountered in formulating a mechanism 
whereby these states are populated. The inogt obvious model in 
which donation of an electron by the K atom into the G~ * (C-X) 
orbital is followed by recapture of one of the halide lone pair ' 
electrons does not seem likely. Although this is the same ionic 
surface used as an intermediate in the potassium excitation the 
crossing radii with the K/RX(A) neutral potentials are so large
(about 3^A for CELI(A)) as to make recapture of an electron by 
the K ion most unlikely. An alternative mechanism, due to a 
curve crossing of the ground state entrance channel with the A 
state potential fails to predict the low angular onsets for 
these processes.
It is probable that for large extensions of the C-X bond the 
three-body effects (which play a key role in limiting the 
vibrational energy transfer associated with potassium excitation) 
become very important. Thus, these exit channels may only be 
available to a relatively small subset of the trajectories. 
Varying the target molecule temperature and measuring the 
temperature dependence of these processes would possibly provide 
further insight into this problem.
132
_ /V-F--/ X 2j
CH + I
Figure 13 J Schematic of potentials for CH I
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ENERGY LOSSES ABOVE 6 eV
Each of the data sets gathered for these systems show a number of
peaks in the time of flight spectra in the energy range 6 to 15
(processes 9-14 in Table 5.1). With the exception of 14, these
processes are observed to be at constant energy loss as the
scattering angle is varied. Processes 9 and 10 are seen to
occur at the same energy loss in the CH I data at 81 and 164 eV c.m.
Unfortunately, technical reasons prevent the energy loss spectra
being collected for energy losses greater than about 9 eV with
experiments conducted at a laboratory collision energy of 100 eV.
At this collision energy the spectra are further complicated in '
41 this region by the arrival of the K isotope atoms.
Perhaps the most remarkable feature of the spectra in the region 
above 6 eV is low angular onsets for the processes. The combina­ 
tion of substantial energy exchange coupled with small deflec­ 
tions is evidence for the involvement of strong attractive 
potentials during the collision and suggests that the excitation 
mechanism may involve a transient negative ion.
Figure 5»1.^ shows the higher occupied molecular orbitals for 
some of these systems, along with some of the vacant orbitals. 
The lowest unoccupied orbitals are the o~* (C-X) and o~* (C-H) 
which are both antibonding in the C-X and C-H respectively. 
The cr* (C-X) is the electron acceptor orbital of importance 
in the reactive and K* excitation process though in principle 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































These measurements are confined to neutral exit channels so 
electron donation by the K atom must be followed by electron 
recapture by the K ion on exit. Electronic excitation will 
take place if an electron is recaptured from a lower, normally 
filled orbital leaving the receptor orbital occupied and a 
lower lying vacancy.
From the orbital energies shown in Figure 5-1^ it is possible 
to calculate the possible energy losses arising from this 
mechanism and to make a tentative assignment of the processes 
observed experimentally. Table 5-2 shows the energy losses 
which we might expect for CHLI and comparison with the results 
in Table 5-1 suggests the assignment shown in Table 5-3« The 
7s and 5d Rydberg states are too close to be resolved and the 
energy loss given in Table 5»2 represents an average of these. 
This means that there is some ambiguity about the assignments.
Support for them, however, comes from inspection of the CH Cl 
data. The 5s Rydberg level observed for this molecule (HOC 75) 
is at 9-83 eV and compares well with the energy loss observed 
for process 10 of 9«8 eV.
The peaks in the CF I time of flight spectrum at 7-7 and 9-5 
agree with Rydberg transitions at 7-5 eV (6sa, Rydberg) and 
9-0 eV (7sa, Rydberg). The photo electron spectrum of CF I 
(BOS 7^) though not clearly assigned shows peaks due to the 
ionisation of the fluorine lone pairs and electrons in the 
O~(C-F) bonds. Thus analogous to processes 11 and 12 for CH,I ,
(G~ fn v \ —* 6s, 7s), processes 11 and 12 in CF_I (at 11.1 and W-H; 5
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ENERGY LOSSES IN HI
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Very weak signal in HI due to extensive dissociation 
prevents detection of other states expected.









not observed for 
technical reasons
7-7 , n . . 
*States marked with an asterisk in the right hand column are repulsive.
'/
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being followed by recapture of one of these fluorine electrons 
(expected energy losses of 11.5 and 13-1 eV).
Process 1*f (assigned as donation into o~ * (C-H) and recapture 
of one of the halogen lone pairs) is obviously not observed 
in the CF I or HI data. The Rydberg levels used in the other 
assignments are obtained from optical spectra (HER 66) , (BOS 72) , 
(WAN 77), (HOC 75), the occupied orbital energy levels from photo- 
electron spectra (TUB 70), (BAK 72), (BOS 7^) whilst the energy 
level of O~ * (C-H) is somewhat less certainly derived from the 
optical spectra of the alkanes (RAY 67). Small angle inelastic 
scattering of high energy 2.5K eV electrons has been used to 
study inner shell excitation in methyl halides (HIT 78). Energy
losses are observed at 7-5 eV in CH Cl and 6.2 eV in CH-,1 and 
these have tentatively been assigned as transitions into the 
cr* (C-H) orbital in each of these molecules. This agrees remark­ 
ably well with the energy losses observed at onset for the same 
assignments in the current data (7-7 eV in CH-C1, 6.0 eV in CH^I),
It is notable that this process, which is unique in showing an 
energy loss increasing with EX shown in Figure 5-15, arises from 
an intermediate ion state which is antibonding and repulsive in 
the C-H co-ordinate. Since both EX and the time spent on this 
surface are both inversely related to the impact parameter, it 
can be seen that the increasing energy loss is a result of the 
substantial changes in molecular geometry which occur during the 
collision. The small mass of the ejected H atom result in 
considerable changes in the observed energy loss even over the 
small EX range measured.
1.39
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O 115 eV CH
1000
Figure 5-15 : Dependence of energy loss of Process 14 on EX
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The energy losses observed can therefore be accounted for on 
the basis of donation into different vacant orbitals and 
recapture from lower normally filled orbitals. The tentative 
assignments that have been made to the various observed energy 
losses are summarised in Table «^«
The C-X force constant is essentially unchanged by population 
of Rydberg states so transitions to these states would be 
expected at a fixed energy, as we observe.
A detailed model for the population mechanism of these states 
was not developed. The proximity of the K+ ion will consider­ 
ably perturb the various orbitals, leading to extensive mixing. 
The precise description of the orbital from which recapture 
occurs is unclear. A simplified diabatic potential scheme for 
CH..I is shown in Figure 5-1&, the doubly starred curve represent­ 
ing the excited (CH I*) state under perturbation by K .
The model suggests that the relative probability of excitation 
is at least partially determined by the EX orientation during 
the collision. Process 1^f (n(x)— >cr* (C-H)) would presumably 
be favoured by trajectories in which the K moved first past 
the alkyl group and then the halide atom. Processes 11 and 12 
(CT, -N — •? (n + 1)S, (n + 2)S) would involve trajectories in
the opposite direction. Lastly, processes 9 and 10 
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CODE: 0 Transition observed
Not observed for technical reasons
n = 5 for Iodides : n = 3 for Chlorides 













Figure 5-16 : Schematic diagram of K/CH.,1 potentials
Finally, it is noted that all the transitions can be assigned 
to S and CTorbitals (although the assignments are not all 
unambiguous) suggesting that the electron orbital angular 
momentum is conserved in these collisions.
SUMMARY
Time of flight spectra have been collected for a number of
alkyl halide like target beams and an attempt has been made
to understand and explain the results in as simple a way as
possible.
The spectra have been divided into three energy loss regimes 
and interpreted in terms of potassium excitation, A state 
excitation and transitions to molecular Rydberg states.
Potassium excitation is accompanied by substantial vibrational 
excitation, indicating the need to incorporate changes in the 
internal geometry of the target molecule during the collision 
into any model. The potential surface on which the system 
moves during the "3 body" stage in the collision is consider­ 
ably perturbed by the presence of the K ion and allowance 
for this has to be made if the observed energy losses are to 
be fitted. Further complications arise in explaining the 
observed intensities in the K* channels. The assumption of 
an isotropic potential is invalid and the crossing radius 
varies with respect to the orientation of the target molecule 
and the incident K atom.
Energy losses are observed which can only be assigned to target 
molecule A states. Neither the mechanism of population of 
these exit channels nor the energy losses observed can be clearly 
understood. It is noted that the energy losses detected appear 
to vary with the incident energy of the K beam.
A number of processes with higher energy losses are observed 
to onset at very low scattering angles and a model is developed 
suggesting that electron capture into the lower empty Rydberg 
or valence levels of the target molecule is possible. All the 
observed transitions can be assigned to S or CT orbitals 
suggesting that the electron orbital angular momentum is 
conserved. The probability of excitation of the different 
states is dependent on the orientation of the EX molecule and 
the K atom.
5.6 CONCLUSIONS
The energy losseg observed for these collision systems have been 
interpreted. The lower processes, involving energy transfer of 
less than *f eV, are understood in terms of the harpoon model - 
well established as the mechanism for reaction at lower collison 
energies.
The energy losses above 6 eV have a more speculative interpretation 
but they too are interpreted on the basis of electron donation 
into high lying vacant orbitals followed by recapture from lower 
lying filled orbitals.
Intermediate energy losses, assigned to A state excitation
presents difficulties of interpretation. An excitation mechanism 
involving electron donation into the CT* (C-X) orbital is strongly 
appealing, paralleling as it does the mechanism described for the 
higher states.
A number of further experiments would provide further data and 
clarify some of the more difficult assignments.
Time of flight spectra collected at constant E% but with 
different collision energies would aid the interpretation of 
processes involving target molecule rearrangement during the 
collision.
Varying the temperature of the target beam would give the 
dependence of the results on the C-X bond length - possibly 
very important in A state excitation.
A photon-particle coincidence experiment would clarify which 
electronic exit channels are being observed. This would 
clarify the assignment in those cases in which electronic 
excitement is accompanied by vibrational excitation.
In both the K* excitation and the Rydberg state excitations the 
population mechanism depends on the orientation of the target 
molecule with respect to the potassium atom. Results from experi­ 
ments conducted with orientated cross beams would verify this 
interpretation. For example, if the K atom impinged on the 
alkyl end of the molecule, processes 11 and 12 should no longer 
take place.
11*6
Further experiments, carried out with other target molecules 
in the same family, would also further verify the proposed 
interpretation.
CHAPTER 6
FEASIBILITY CALCULATION FOR PHOTON-PARTICLE COINCIDENCE ________
6.1 INTRODUCTION
In the conclusion to the preceding Chapter it was suggested 
that a photon-particle coincidence experiment would help to 
resolve the problem of assignment to electronic exit channel 
in those instances where vibrational energy exchange takes 
place during the collision. The detection of a photon 
emitted from the collision zone would gate open the detector 
(after a suitable delay to allow for the time of flight of 
the scattered atom) to look for the associated particle. By 
use of suitable interference filters it should be possible to 
select the frequency of the photons detected and hence to 
select the inelastic channel desired. A feasibility calcula­ 
tion was carried out to investigate the viability of modifying 
the time of flight apparatus to perform this experiment and is 
presented in this Chapter.
6.2 SIGNAL AND NOISE KATES IN COINCIDENCE EXPERIMENT
The count rate into any exit channel, i, at an angle 0 is 
I . ( & ) where
i. (e) = ? cr- (e) v (/r GA0Ae 6.1*"
1 Oi i i
and I. , I- = beam fluxes
(ft , (/^ = beam velocities 
. (o) = differential cross section for
scattering at angle Q in state i 
volume of scattering zone 
relative velocity of beams
efficiency of particle detector 
angular resolution of detector.
Now let d be the efficiency of the photon collection system. 
This is given by
d = XWp 6.2
where •#'/ = efficiency of photomultiplier, photon
collection and photon transmission system. 
Wp = solid angle subtended by the photon 
collection system.
This gives the signal rate in the coincidence experiment as
Sc. (G) = d I. O) 6.3i i
The number of photons that will be counted in a channel i
is
/T T \ NP- = d 7^ 7%! v CTr O"i + Dark Count•*! [ cr '^ '
with Q-± = total cross section for channel, and 
Dark Count (DC) = photon dark count rate.
For the processes of interest under investigation DC ̂ <- photons 
arising from collisions.
Let ̂ c be the time spread in the coincidence signal arising 
from the beam velocity spread, the finite size of the
collision zone etc then the noise rate, N , is given byc
Nc - Np.. -t(NB + £ I. (9))
i
NB = the background noise rate of the 
particle detector.
I. (3) = the sum over all exit channels ofi i
particles scattered at an angle 0
27 I. ( O ) is highest for an uncorrelated beam in which the 
i 
probability of an atom entering the collision zone is
independent of when the last atom did so. In reality it is 
likely that there will be some correlation due to space charge 
effects in the ion beam. If this is the case then the noise 
due to scattering in other channels will be significantly 
reduced.
6.3 COMPARISON OF COINCIDENCE EXPERIMENT WITH TIME OF FLIGHT EXPERIMENT 
For the time of flight experiment the signal rate, (St, is given
by
St = Pr W I. (e) 6.6 
where Pr = beam pulsing rate
W = width of the beam pulse (before compression) 
St, of course, refers to the signal rate into channel i only.
The noise rate is simply given by
Nt = "t: NB Pr 6.7 
This gives
St = PrWIiO) 6-8 
N?
The comparable equation for the coincidence experiment is
SCi
dl. O) , n—r = i__________ 6.9
Nc? 
i
Assuming that correlation within the beam reduces
i
such that SI.(©) <^C N equation 6.9 reduces to 
i
Sc
= dij (e) 6.10
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One method of comparing the coincidence experiment with the 




R = N 2
-i (Time of Plight) 6.11
Substituting and expanding equations 6.8 and 6.10 into 
6.11 gives
dl ( e)At% d() V tfrcr. + B.C.?i 3 6.12
Pr W I.(e)/-£ N
1 ±5
Cancelling through reduces this to
H - dR - —— . ————————————————————— ̂  6.12
W (d(r-) V tfYcr. + D.C.)*
» ^""
Recalling the expression for !.(©) given in equation 6.1,
we can write
R = ________-1___________ 6.13 
4. , I. (e) cr.
Pr2 W (d i ^ i + B.C.)
(e)
The first term in the brackets is the product of the photon 
detection system efficiency and the total number of collisions 
taking place in the collision zone. Hopefully this will be 




Assuming detection efficiencies of about 10$ and substituting 
appropriate figures for cross sections, angular resolution 
and pulse rates and widths gives a value for R of about 5-
Thus an improved signal to noise ratio is obtained using the 
coincidence experiment.
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On the other hand, the signal rate will be less in the case of 
the coincidence experiment since the photon collection efficiency, 
d, will almost certainly be less than Pr W, the product of the
j
beam pulse rate and pulse width.
The energy resolution of a coincidence experiment would be 
comparable with that of the time of flight technique currently 
employed. Since the photon detected can be emitted from a 
collision occurring anywhere in the collision zone the signal 
width depends on the time taken for a K atom to traverse 
the collision zone. This is given by
Mr 6.15
1 = length of collision zone 
CT = K velocity
For a 200 eV beam CT-~3 x 10' mm/sec. Thus T = lO^S = 100 ns. 
The present FWHH of the beam is about 80 ns.
Reducing the dimensions of the collision zone would increase 
the resolution but would also reduce the signal.
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The calculations presented in 6.3 show that a photon-particle
j
coincidence experiment is feasible despite the lengthy counting 
times that may be required. Obviously the most important 
factor in turning this into a practical experiment is the 
photon collection system. The two variables governing the 
efficiency of this are the solid angle around the collision
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which the photon gathering apparatus can subtend and the 
efficiency with which the photons can be transmitted into 
and through the photomultiplier.
i
A system utilising fibre optics and mounted on the cross beam 
monitor currently lying under the collision zone is recommended, 
A schematic suggested design is shown in Figure 6.1. Photons 
emitted in the direction away from the fibre optics would be 
reflected back in the mirror into the fibres. The mirror and 
fibre optics should be mounted so that their focal points are 
in the middle of the collision zone. It may be advisable to 
have the exact position adjustable to allow for different 
half-lifes of the radiating species (in 10~"7S a 200 eV K 
atom moves approximately 3mm). The need to mount the mirror 
and fibres as close to the zone is obvious though care should 
be taken not to obstruct either of the beams.
A concave surface on the fibres is recommended because of the 
fibres limited acceptance angle. Ideally the photons should 
strike the fibres normally. Unfortunately it is likely to be 
impossible to polish the fibre ends and mount them into a 
hemisphere. A compromise is shown in Figure 6.2 illustrating 
how a "fly's eye" type mount could be used.
Transmission losses through the optical fibres are low and it 
is at the various interfaces that the efficiency shall be 
reduced. 1'he photons will have to be taken out of the vacuum 









Figure 6.1 : Schematic of photon collection at collision zone.
Figure 6.2 :
More practical mount for optical fibres. Fibres are cemented into the
7 flat faces and assembled in the "fly's eye" type configuration shown,
The need to exclude any stray photons is also obvious. The sub­ 
stitution of a stainless steel chamber in place of the present 
glass collision chamber is probably necessary though it may be 
possible to conduct trial runs with the present equipment coated 
with suitable black paint and draped in black cloth.
Photons shall also enter the collision chamber through the same 
slit as the primary beam. Light baffles shall have to be con­ 
structed and again great care shall have to be taken not to 
obstruct the particle beam.
6.5 CONCLUSIONS
A photon-particle coincidence experiment would be advantageous 
in interpreting the data and has been shown to be feasible. 
However, a number of difficulties would be encountered in 
effecting this modification.
Although it would enable selected inelastic channels to be 
measured on their own, no improvement in energy resolution 
would be obtained and very long counting times would be involved 
for the present apparatus. A multi-angle time of flight machine, 
with its correspondingly increased data rate, would make the 
investment of experimental time a practical proposition. In a 
similar way, if such equipment was designed with this specifically 
in mind many of the problems which would be encountered in modi­ 
fying the present equipment would be avoided.
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^REPEAT
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XFINISH
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G(I)=DATA(I) ;| INITIALIZE FILTERED ARRAY
ERR( I »2)=ERR(I ,1)
XKEPEAT
SAVLSu=l.
->FIN JflF N 
I







%CYCLL 1=2,1, fJHAT-1 
X=Y( I )-DATA( I) 
YL=ERR( I«l )
Q. %THE J j YE=(tRR(I-lf 
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SETWAKC-INS( 3 • 1 «13^)
AFTER 1 ) ;'r.'f-.ITE(
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OUTPUT 
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fei 1 1 V.L i-itjf'^ini 
RES1 Jt I )=UATA< I )-Y( J)
YY(ltI)=UATA(! ) ;YY(2iD=Y(I) 5 YY ( 3t I ) =RESTD ( I ) \ YY ( «* 1 1 ) =G ( I )
%KEPEAT
5CCYCLE 1=1,1,NUAT
WRITEt I t*4) ;$PACE
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SUMM=0.
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C = C + 1
PRINTFL( n>ATVAPS(I) , 
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^REPEAT




















i KESTORL TRUE ORIGIN AND PRINT OUT 
i
WKITC(I-20+jNDEXX*tO 
PRINT <G( I) ,6»*O
XFINISH 
XRE.PCAT









INDATl 1 )=INDAT (•:•»• I ) 
ERR(Itl)=ERR(N+I ,1)
^REPEAT
UTDAT i %INTEGE P N)
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TRRl I il)=
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XirjTEGER I
NEWLINE
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XCYCLL I = l,m2






XROUT1NE ADnUP(9fINTrGEKARKAYNAME INDAT ,%REALARKAY
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X INTEGER I, JiN IMPULSE
XREAL SU^ t SUWSGi
NPULSE=IMTPT(VARS(SO» Jl NO. OF PULSES PER CYCLE
M=102**//MPULSE
SUM=0.
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THIS KOUT1NL TO^rThEf: WITH UCALC CONSTRUCTS THF 
APOKOyl-'ATlOij T'> THE L)L CONVOLUTED SPECTRUM A 
L;J(3) H.A. JANSbDN ET. AL.»J. OPT. SOC. AfiE^ 
b9o (1^70), AlC J. UH1. S r'C. AHER.«60, 18^ (1970) 
(H. P. VAN CI ITTLI « .".ETHOD)
THESE T/:r UOUTI jfi.- Ai-L ^OT A^ EFFICIENT AS TMF
OR PUJNT SUCcrS>I\/L (WLK.RELAXATlOli PKOCEOL' P ES,








XIF K<I XOK KMJUAT *,,,,... ^..-.-^
SUM=SUM+G(K)*CC( J,T )














I COMPARE SPECTRIM AND FIT OVER 3 CHANNELS
I




3) IS A 
I VALUE FROM ZCAL
^l I )=G( I )
sun=o.


















XRQUTIME EAPAl : JURrAL/( KKAYNA ? 1L P»BCX)
SO I ACM C'HAlJNF.L IS F.7"I V M-EKT GO
A.10






XROUTINE NEWSHAPEtKREALARKAYNAME BEX»BNEWt%INTEGF" INDEX)
CALCULATLS REFERENCE BEAM SHAPE FOR DATA CHANNEL INDEX 
*REAL"WIDTH,X,SUM
XINTEGER ItJ«ltflDTHtK
WIDTH=SPREAD(INDEX) ;l WIDTH OF BEAT IN NS
lWIDTH=I<jTPTU'IDTH+.b)//:3 ;j t^ N § CHANijEL WIDTH
I
I SET Up THL RfQUIRED DEtTA FUNCTION (MODIFIED 
I
SUM=O.
XCYCLL J = l,
K<=O %on K>i6^ %THEN x=o. %FLSE X=BEX(K>
^REPEAT
BNEW 1 1 )=SUri 
XREPEAT





i CALCULATES SPREAD DUL TO Given ENERGY LOSS 
i





t*cii-?7 ;l A«-1U TO KIL^S
1^-l9 ;1 tlV Ti* JOULfjS 
LSC=.b01 !| SCAT. rEi-JTRL TG DLTECTOh (METRES) 
CLOCK=DATVARb(22) ;| CLnCK PEKIo.'^ (NS) 
rijrRGY=DATVAKS(9) 5 I L.EAf' LNEKGY (EV)
VASS=UATV/AKSUO ;i BCA-' MASS (A"U)
rP=.C?*LNFRGY ^l APPf-jX PULSED ENLRGY
I
I CALCULATL CNTRb^i L.OSS CORRESPONDING TO CHA 
I
rx =E x *LX /cc i iARbC -ENERGY
EX = iviOP(CX) ;l REMOVE sK-^
i CALCULATE SPRTA:.- I N fJ
i
S^r?T ( rM^SS*-!-./- S SCUN/ ( 2 . *rCHAPbf ) )
*EfJ[> J I SPKE.AD 
I
ihOUTINE CO:^HCSS(ltRr.ALAKf'.AYlJAME UNffc .HOUl t S iNTffir n
A.11












^ROUTINE Hn!OR^(\RrALAf:KAYNA'1E- B t C , %IfJTEGER N)
I
! NORMALISE ME.: KEFcKtNCE SHADES TO UNIT AREA
I








































3 = -t. %IF R<u
%RESULT=R
; i ABS




KFLAY1 -- MAIN RFAf MONITOR 
RCLAY2 -- HIGH v/OLTAC.t ON/OFF
*MOV_1H . (Kl )
*i-,jV_lb. (Kl )
; j /
; i u ; ,n
*L!JD ? I SEITPOT 






%EiJl ! ; I SCRFE 1 .1
rr-fvO^T 1 i .'L i' f /'lT(/r. I 'Tr f,L >)
IWAlT.s x/bf' ^r.c 1.- ^ ;:• THL! ! r\LTUK'
ix SHOULD ;j">i L
LACC(A )
KRLALf'l 1 ' ^T] :L
*MOV_KIt-(sr)
*Lr,T_32i ; i Tl' : IN i;u,r.:
*!-*;')V»Hl «Rtr
*r'!OV.( -Sp)4 , [.-1 ; i pr c^:,, r r;
MF ; ISir.N C-JT?
ylijTrA'L-r'F 1 : \'v'LT ( t l.j
B«
XRESULTrACC
XEND ;I FN VOLT
XREALFN MOD(XHEAL X)
KKESULT=X
XEHD : I OF Fli mion
SROUTIHE PF'IUTUREAL X.xINTEGlLR H,M|
tROUTINESPEC PRINTFLURrAL X.XINTEGFR N)SET?SSoira5"b7! IMftX '"TE*R "< °- "°"°-
2| INT*?rRux' JfL ASIGlJ ' DP ; I DP DECIMAL POINT
II? UC-0 *THFN H = l° ; ' ° EAL WI™ STUPID PARAMS
v F,nn^? * X J ' DE * L * ITH STUP I D '
InnnS- ,xo /,« ' ALL WORK DONE WITH Y
2?r YNiiiC2) T 10 ** M ? ' ROUHDIUG FACTOR XIF Y>1MAX xTHEl-J XsTAKT
PRINTFL(X,M) ; XRCTUHij . XFIfJISH 
1 = 0 ;Z = 1 i Y=Y-fRoUfjD ; 
COUNT LEADING PLACrs:
It^i^'PiS*?. ; > Nn DANGER OF OVERFLOW HEREXIF Y>=Z XTHEN -> COUNT LEADING PLACES
SPACES(N-I) ; , Q t K FOR ZERO OR -VE SPACES
SlGN= f » ; | t^., JMPLI^Q




L=INT PTIY/Z) ; i OBTAIN NEXT DIGIT
Y-Y-L»Z :Z = Z/10 ; I A ig[) REDUCE TyT/M
PRINT SY'-IBOL^L+'P f )
J=J-1
XIF J> = 0 JtTHLf: -> urXT L'lGIT
XIF ^=o %THfN %RETURM ; i NO DECIMAL PART TO BE o/p
XIF DP=0 XTHLN XPRiNTTEXT•.•
DP=1 J J=0 ; 2-1
Y=10*Y ; M=^-l ; -> ucXT DIGIT
XROUTINE PRINTFL(%f;FAL X«JK INTEGER r.|)
XREAL SIGN , ROUND » F ACT 'ju
( COUNT,INC
x=o %Tnru ->
X < 0 »THE
INC=3 ?
XIF X <= 1 %THE!-STAFiT
FACTOK=IO ; ir.'c=-i ; ^FINISHSCALE: %IF i<=x+ROtiNi' S,ANI» X*KOUND<IO XTHEN -> PRINTOUT
X = X*FACTOR ; COUMTrCC'L'NT-*-! NC
-> SCALE"
ZERO: CC'JMT=-99




XROUTINE KEAUF (itREALIv,, 1L XX) 
XlNlEGER ADf.









2t -It -1, 5t -1, -1, -1,
2« 2t 3t bt f,, -i, -i,
1» 0« 0, **, Ot U, 0,
1» Ot Ot -It Ot U, Ut
-1» -1, «* f -1, -i, .1, -i,
3t 3, -l f -1, -i, _i f .1,
















%IF CH='4« %OR CH='-' 3STHEIJ -> OUT 
ROW = KOW-f 1
f O'< = CH %/\\)Li CH<='9« %T»IEN -> OUT
• %THE'-J -> OUT 
XIF CH=10 XTHEfj -> CUT
XIF CH= f b)» %,THEU -> OUT
ROW = ROW-tl
XI F CH=* , • 5STHEN -> OUT
OUT:
STATE=A(7*KCK+STATL-1
~> INSCH S'lF STAir>:: 









SKIP SY M B(jL 
TEST SIG'KCUKSYI =NrxT ^I'^OL ; I CARL N^ T TO READ
-> IGuOpf IF.'-PJUG SPACTS °-TF CURSYr.r* • *^P CUPSYr = 10
-> PASS SIG- - v-JF CUKSY''='*»
-> U1GIT iUNLCSS CURSYr='-» 
VirjUS' FLA(- = 0 : I RFCOKD HUlAL MINUS
PASS SIGN: ^IP SY.IROL ; « MOVL ° v * p Slpw °' jCf 1
CUPSYI'-^L-XT SYMBOL ; I BFE,.' PLC^HLEP If.' F L Af,





-> NOT DIG %J!JLEbS «OV = CURSYM XAND CUP,SY''<= ' ^ 
RWOKK=10*R^ORK+(CURSYM- t O« ) ? I CONTINUE EVALUATING
-> LOOP




-> TRY AT KUULESS •O t <=CURSYM %AND CURSY|»<=»9»
RWORK=RWORK+(CURSYM-»0« J/SCALE 
SCALE=10*SCALE ; -> FPART
TRY AT:
t THE VALUE HAS NOv BEEf] RLAD INTO RWORK. THERE MIGHT BE AN 
I E.G. '1.7.3 10» IS VALlO DATA FOR READ
~> FIX %U|JLESS CURSYMrtai'
SKIP SYMBOL ; I MOVE PAST THE f a f
READ! ADDR( IVALUL) .0) ; I RECURSIVE CALL TO FIND EXPOSE




%IF IVALUEXO %THENSTART 
IVALUE^-IVALUC
%FINISH




I KNOCK hJUMRLR IIJTo RIGHT FORM 
-> I NT READ '-IF PARM = 
%IF FLAG=0 5CTHCN
I REAL ( ADR)=Ru'ORK
I IIJTEGEH( ADR)=IUTLGER( J)
I i INTEGER ( ADR + 2)=1NTLGEIR( J + 2)
*_ADn»Rl»RO ; I FO=ADOK( R 




XIF FLAG=u *THCN I VALUC=-I VALUE
. (RD
DIGIT NOT FIRST:
I CAN HAVE .73 AS VALlP IMP NO 
SKIP SYMBOL
%ENH ; I REA 
^ROUTINE SKjHSYMpOL 
PT=PT+1
%LUU ; I SKIP 
NEXT
.
*l.'JU S I RFAJF
XROUTINE RLAUUIUTrGC'X'JAHL I) 
XREAL X
I USE READF FOR INTEGERS SINCE IT IS IMMUNE TU SYMBOL IN DATA 
READF(X)





I DIRECT ACCESS FIl E ROUTINES
I





*EMT_3<45 ; I CREATE
*MOV^(SP)*,R1 ;| RESTORE Rl 
%END ; I CREATE




; I UDEX 
4,R1 ;| HESTORL Kl
XEND Ji FIRSTBLOCK








I! %RESULT=I %IF J = 0 i^nr? I = HOOO




XlNTEGERFN pLOCKNOp ( %IiJTEGLR FIRST, N)
XINTEGER I
I=FIRST
1:%1F N=l ^QK 1 = 0 %TMCiJ JiKLSULT=I
I=NEXTbLOCK(I )





XROUTHJE OPrNL;A(%l-jTroEKAr.KAYNA ? U FTLD
I OPEN FOR PEAU OK JKlTE
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XINTEGER COUNT.N2 * MRTE » NBLOCKS «C,L * DATA,DISPC
XINTEGLR MBCHK,MBCHKI
XINTEGER NUM » SEONO , MOL-FLAG « MOpOUT « DL OCK
XINTEGER STBLOCK*MAXANG,MINANG,H*ESH,DRIVEFLAG




XREAL MPRESSiPRESERF , OLP^PRESS , NOw/1 ,NOW2 tNOWStfJOWM
XREAL PKRAT,TAJPUL,PKD3,UELTAT,^ARKtXBEAMAKEAtNOW5
XREAL OLDMBE AK , KBE AM AH E A » MBZERU , f'*BMAX , MMBEAM
XREAL ARR«CALTIi-«E,MRFACTORt AVCoilNT,WAlTr1AKKtMAXH
%REAL SOVERNtPEAK,PEAKl, TALLY* TALLY! » STALLY * STALLYl , STIKE * C3 , C«*
I
XINTEGERARRAY D(0:i5) 
^IljTCbERARRAY S ( 1 : «, )
•SJ1NTE&ERARKAY SS (!•<+) 
XluTEbERARKAY P ( 1 : *| ) 






XREALARKAY MAINBEAllON ( 1 : 20 ) 
XREALARRAY KM NREAMOFr ( 1 :20 
XREALAKKAY CRCSSBE AM (1 : 2UU ) 
XREALAKRAY fXPVAH ( 1 : 3i ) 
XRLALAKKAY PKf SS ( 1 : 2uQ )
I
I INITIALISATION
SETPOT(0,2) ;l ENABLt UUU'iAL CONDITION FOh MODULATION
SCTPfil ('4 , ^ )
I X BLAKi KF.LA\
J X PL AH CONTROL FLAG




-i. ;j |- AI !J t'EAM MONITOR SIGNAL 
; I On FIRST PASS ONLY
STBLOCK^l ;l DAFlLE START BLOCK
INITIALISE 
i
FNTRY=2 J| HEAD FROM THE DISC
GETVARS
RTE=H
MBFLAG=2 j I MAKE SURE WE MEASURE ONLY ONE REFERLMCE SHAPE AT S'
FLASH FILAMENT ;I NICE AND CLEAN FOR STA^T









XIF EXPVAR(2t)) = l %THE.'J
DL69:
XPRINTTEXT t IDEAL CROSS
READF(XBID)
XBMlP=XPlD*p7.3
TIT XB1D<C %OR XBln>150 %THEfJ -> DL69
XFINISH
ANGLECUUNTs^bCHECK,.! 5| START wiTu MONITOR CALIBRATION
IB=irjTPT{EXPVAK(27') ) ;i ENTRY POINT IN ANGLE TABL?




«PRINTTEXT« INPUT ERKuR ? MINANGLE SET TO 3100'
NEWLINE
^FINISH
%IF flAXAMb <M1NANG 5TOr. MAXAiJG>8100 K 
RINGBELL(**0 )
INPUT fRRO*-1 ? MAX ANGLE SET Tu A1GO»
«FINISH
*IF MESH<1 %U






,******..*„* MAIN PRObhA'.-, STARTS HEpF »***»***»* 
I






********** PROCEDURE TABLE ********** 
TESET(i):MRMONITOK
MONITORS MAIN BEAM
RTESET<2>: I DATA COLLECTION
PROCESSDATA
RTESET(3): I CHECK DATA ONLY
RTESET(5); I RESTART DATA COLLECTION AFTER AUTO ArGLE CHANGE 
FIXUP=0
RTESF.T(6):s WAIT FoR BEAM OFF
(RTI V!E-WAITMARK)>.02 %THEN RTE = ;
RTESETmK CHOOSEAUGLE J I ENTRIES SET TO CALIBRATE MAIN BEAM MOl 
RTC=5 Jl RESTART DATA COLLECTION
I




I FILLS U(0:lb) WITH GOOD SENTENCE 
I
i: KEADIN
%RETL»KNIF r»(0)=q26 %A:;D Dii5)25CH=336 ;i START ANP LUU CODES







I II POINTS TO ELEMENTS WHICH APC OK
I SHIFT THE' 1 ALOPG
D(II-1)=D(II)
K = 15-I*1 U K HAS NO. 0^ LLL^ENTS TO UE FRLLD
->1 ;I FILL THEM 
%FINISH
%REPEAT
->1 ; i .VHOLE NEW sn-JTfNCE HCQUlKEp 
%ENP ;I FETCH3LOCK 
%HOUT1NE DECODE
*** MANUAL FLAG SE'--'iAPHORL ***
FLAG=7 ->NLWANGLr
FLAG = o ->COLLt"CT DATA
1ST L"Xi J VA. llj
FLAG=1 ->CMA^GC CVPCKIMLNTAL VARIABLES
NG Sf ! iA^v I Ji-'^- * * * 
IT HSf-! AT PKLSLI.'T
B.9
I f\ I U — •» - - (."I
I RTE = 4 -- CALIBRATE MAIN BEA rjl MONITOR
I RTE = b -- HLSTAKT DATA COLLECTION AFTER AUTO
1 RTE=6 — WAIT 1 SECOND FOR MAIN BFAM TURN OFF
I AFTLR MAIN BEAM MONITOR READINGS
J=(D(10m28)»7-MD(12>&64)»6













I = I1«-I2 UPd) HAS 8 LEAST SIG BITS OF SCALEK J
I OTHER 2 BITS ARE IN 2 LEAST SIG BITS OF 0(1+1)
S(J)=1023-DU)-(D<I-fl)&3>«8 ;l JTH SCALER (INVERTED)
SS(J)=3-(D(I + 1)S12)»2 U JTH STORE (INVERTED)
P(J)=l-{D(I + l)&:L b )»4 ;| JTH ARRIVAL FLAG (INVERTED)
XREPEAT
XREPEAT




A=lb-U(I)&ls ;i ANGLE ENCODER IS IUVEKTEU BCD
ANGLE=ANGLE*10+A
^REPEAT
%IF OLr)A rMG»n %THEN CHECKFAULT 
FLAG=IP(6)&1«*)»1 ;l MANUAL FLAG 
MODE=D(6)S1 
MQDFLAG=<D(10)£&<4)»6










i NEVER MINI, THE QUALITY - FFEL THE WIDTHI
XPRINlTEXT* SEOUfNcF 'JU,r 1BC^ ' ; k! P ITF ( SEONO, 3) ';NEWl
XPRINTTEX7* nLoc*-- uUMHLK • J Ivr1 1TF ( ST BLOCK//& + 1 , ? ) ;f)ft««LlfJES(
XPRIM1TEX1 1 LrjLKGY • ; PJ INT ( EXPV/»R( ? ) , 4 , 0 )
XPRINTTEXT* ANGLE • J ..-KITE ( ANGLE « b) :SPACE
XPRlfJTTEXT» Xp.EAi"' ' i n K I NT ( XHEA' V27 . 3 • 6 , i
XPRl'-mEXf • M3EAT-" t it :^-TI-T (M.-'ibEAh.«o««*) ; NEWL II-iES ( ?
XPRINTTEXT t LVENTS • ; PF: INT < T. VENTS, 10 , 3) JNEWLlnE
XPRlNTTtXT* NOISE cO'JijTS f '• PMNT ( NOISE «1 0 « 3 ) 5
XPRIIJTTEXT* HFAK KATE f ;PK1(JT ( PEAK , 6,4 ) JNEWLl
» PEAK PATL<INST) • ;pPlNT(PEAKi,c,4)
XPRI'-iTTEXT* LSTli-.ATEU S/IJ f
.... - . x .,...,,,.. « - r, . - - - • -
B.10
~Wi> f 1. •" i v •"« n \ .' ^ f — ».• , -,. i • . i .
*IF W0rt = 0 *THEN %pRl.jTTLXT» ^9S.OOOO' %ELSE XC
PRINT(TALLY/SQRT(NPOW) t (,«<»)
XFINISH
XPRINTTEXTt EXPERIMENTAL TIME (SLCS) f JPRlNTtE
MEWLINE
XPRINTTEXT' ELAPSED TlME (MINS) ' ;PRINT(SOFAR,6*2) INEWLJNE
NEWLINE
NEWLINE
XIF PEAK<0.000001 XTHEN PEAK=0.00001
ETA=EXPV AR ( 2<4 ) /PE.AK
XIF EXPTIME <O.OOOG1 XTHEN -> AEW
ETA=ETA/(EXPTIME/SOFAR)
ETA=ETA-SOFAR
XPRINTTEXT i ETA = • ;PRINT(ETA,6•2)
NEWLINL
AEW:
*IF RTEB3 XTHEN XPRINTTEXT' COLLECTING DATA' XELSF %C
XPRINTTEXT' DATA BEING CHECKED RUT NOT COLLECTED' ;NEWLINE
XRETUKN
XEND ;I OF FEEDBACK
XROUTINE TESTOFLO




ALSO DLTEPMlNES ,JHEN MG CHECKS AKE DUE
THKEE MODES OF OPERATION ARE AVAILABLE 
1 MANUAL INPUT OF NEXT ANGLE
IN THIS CASE AUTOMATIC RETURNS TO THE WAIT: REAf-l
ARE CARMIED OUT uui DETECTIOTJ OF 'RESOLVEC' SPECTRUM
IS fjOT SO THIS MUST BL DONE BY THE OPERATr p
2 INCREMENTAL STEPPING OF ANGLE 
STEP SIZE IS SET AT INITIALISATION
3 PSEUDO-RANDOM SELECTION OF ANGLE 
ENTRY POINTS IN THE TABLE ARE SET AT 
INITIALISATION
IT Ib POSSIBLE TO ST A KT WHERE ONE LEFT OFF 
IN A PREVIOUS RUN RY SETTING THE POINTS TC
THE VALUES OUTPUT AT THE END OF THL KLIN
STEP S*Zf -IN TA3LE MAY BE DOUBLED BY SETTING
EXPVAR 22 TU 3
XOriNINTEGERARRAY A(3:Ml)=°« 1 » 2 ' 3i ^«5«^»7«b«9»10,ll,l2,23,m,15, 





-ANGLECO JNT = ANGLECOUi 'T 4-1
STAKT:ANGLECOUNT=O
EXPVAM16)=1- U ^r-Af,JHL KLFLREIiCE SHAPE 




M I , ^ U >_ I. v '»- _j t. ^j (__ -r- j rj rr -3 r ,, i , , 0 i ' i_ i » l_




| MANUAL ANGLE INPUT
RINGBELL(20) ;i ALERT OPERATOR
I; XPRINTTEXT fJEW ANGLE: 1 ; READ (NEWANGLE) ;
XRETUKNIF NcWANGLE=ANGLE
NE^ANGLE<MINANG %OR TJEWANGLF>MAXANG
DRlVE(l): I SIMPLE sTEPwlSE ANGLE CHANGE
NE^ANGLE=ANGLE+KESH
XIF OLUANGso XTHEN WE k j ANGLL=MlN ANG
ORIVE13): D=2*D Klr MOP(U)=1 ;i CHANGE STEP SIZE 
DRIVE (2): \ PSEUDO-RANDOM SCAN
XIF IB>m %OR IB<1 %THENSTART
D = -D. ;lB = Ib+U ;| GHA:jGE DIRECTION










TPR1NTTEXT' ANGLE cHAijGE' S
DKIVESTCPPLR
FIXUP=1
FETCHBLOCK .UECOHf ;l THIS CHECKS ANGLE AND
• i PATCHES up ANY ERRORS 
FIXUP=O










%IF NL,r.1 A^GLF>6lOO %OfA i JEW ANGLL<30 0 0 %THENSTART
RINGPCLLC40)
XPRlNTTilXT* ANGLE OUT OF KANvSE •
^FINISH
DRIVE MOTOR C4«ST EPS)
XEND ;IOF DRIVL STEPPL^- T _ c
XHOLlTINE DKIVE MOToP ( '/d l-«TtlbE» f. U ! -'l • • STLPS )
^RETURN %IF STEPS=D
Kl i - ISP) ?! SAV'C PI
l**. dU ) »^0 Jl UNIT NUi-ltT-K
l^. (Ml) iRl !l f.'N.^JFK UF MH'S
B.12




TIP MUDFLAC- = 1 XTHCNSTART 
MODOUT=MODOUT+1
RINGBELL(HO) ;NEvJLlNE
XPRINTTEXT* MODULATION FAULT ; DATA COLLECTION STEPPED'





«IF P(J)«1 %THEN ->fJO
I TRUE ARRIVAL
%ir STATE = 1 %THEIJ





I CROSS BE A"! ON
ARRIVLtSt J) >=ARRIVr«S( J) ) +1 ;l SIGNAL
%IF ARRIVE(S(J) )=320CO %THLUSTAP7
I PREVENT JfJIEGER OVLP.FLUV.




rXPVAR(lfa)=l. %THJiJ ->SQK 
APRIVE(S( J) )=AHRJVr{S{ J) )-l M IJOlc;E
->corjT





XIF ANGLE>30000 XTHEiiST A^T
RINGBCLH^O)
%PRIIJTTEXT' lELfTRAK FAULT ' 5 WP I TE ( ANGLL » 6 )
NEWLINL
XPKIUTTEXT' UATA .CnLLtTCTlON STOPPED
f
RTC=3 ; i STOP DATA CJLLLCTION




OU. 5 I PEAL Tr-r








*XNGBELL<«*0) JSCKCCJ.' ;W A IT(75)
XPRINTTEXT» COUijT RftTr VEKY LOW J DATA COLLECTjOr STOPPED'






XIF RTIME-NOW2>2. xTHENSTART ;| QUALITY MONITOR





XPRINTTEXT'c * jPRlNT ( PEAK1 , 6 , H ) ;SPACES(2)
-PRIUTTEXT»s/h • J PR IijT ( SOVERU, 6 , 4 ) ;NEWLINE
NoTUNf : i HO REPORT iu SCATTERING EXPT
XFINISH
XIF COUUTsl XTHEN MARK=TI«E
CROSSBEAM ( COUfJT ) =XBCA!1
PRESS (COUNT ) =VOLT (0,1)
1 PRESSURE ON CHANNEL ZERO
XIF COU,MTt»200 %THEi IRETURIJ
I 200 TRANSFERS
DELTAT=TlMf -MARK :l TIME FOR 200 SENTENCES
XMEAM=1000
NUM=COUfJT
























r * 1*11. n—
.: i MO MAIN BEAM MONITOR
NBLOCKS=NRLOCKS+1
PASSVLCTOR
I LOAD DISPLAY AREA
I USED BY CFIT AND REAL TIME DISP
ENTRY=1 ;l LEVEL ONE FOR WKITETODISC
XIF RT1ME-NOWH>10. *THE!JSTART





XKETUKi-JIF RTL = 3 ;i PIV BY ZEKO IN MEANANDSD
XRETTUKN %IF STATE=1
I
I |jO POINT IN CHECKING PEAK RATE WHILE MONITORING
I
->REFTEST %l\- MBFLAGftU
->fJOTLST XIF CFLAG-QFLAG 
CFLAG = UFLAG ; I REsfT FLAG
; I TEST EVCKY TWO MINUTES - MORE OFTE r ' WASTES
I
I ESTIMATE INTETISITY IN PEAK
I
%CYCLL I=0,ltlO?3
^1F MAXH<ARR1VE(I ) *Tt!L'N f«AXH=ARP I Vf ( I )
%REPEAT
%IF MEMOR = 1 %THEK'ST/»RT
MAXH=EXPVAR(23)*MAXH+ r AXHl
%FINISH
*IF Mf.MOR = 0 *THENST/vRT
MAXM=LXP.VAR ( 23 ) * V AXM
55FINISM
X1F MAXH>EXPVAH (2**) H'.THENSTAKT
I
I TIME TO CHANGE ANGLE
I




->NOTEST %IF LXPVA^ (lo)^l- ?' NOT MAIN
REFTCST: i MUST pp. MEASURING KEFCRENCC. SHAPE:
I 15000 SLL'r-S KfASniJA^LE FOK THE PRESENT 
I KAY BE CHAN&Eit li; Ti.E FUTUPL 
ENTRY=2 ! I WRITE DATA 
WRlTETOniSC








I <* » » Ui.'U"' *"*' r i u •> i . • 
1







I CHECK PEAK COUNTING RATE
i IF TOO to* THEN STOP DATA COLLECTION
i
XXF PEAKi<EXPVAR(2fe) STHENSTART
RINGBELL(*»0) JSCREfJJ ;WAIT(75) ;| WAIT FOR <+G10
%PRINTTEXT« PEAK RATE VERY LOW ; CHECK BEAMS 1
NEdLINE





XEND %f OF pKOCESSDATa
XROUTINE WRlTLTODlSC
I
I CHECKS BEAMS AND PRESSURES
I WRITES DATA TO DlSCFALE IF ENTRYs?
t
XREALARRAY DUMMY(0:127)


















XPRINTTEXT tSwlTCHIN^ UFF XBEAM RELAY*
XbFLAG=0
iJ %STAf<T
C V,TML ;j 












XPRINTTEXT. CROSS BEAr INTENSITY CHANGED FROK
PRINT (OLDXMf AN/27. 3 tb,l)
XPRINTTEXTt TO • J PRlUT(XMEAN/27. 3,6,1 J
NEWLINE
OLDXMEANsXMEAL
XIF INTPT(EXPVAR(32))=2 XTMENSTAhT 
XPRINTTEXTt DATA COLLLCTlOr] STOPPED' JUEWLIIJE
^FINISH 
XFINISH
XIF ABS(OLDMHRESS-MPRESS)>30 XTHENSTART 
NEWLINE
RIIMGBLLL(HC)
XPRII'JTTEXTfPKESSURE CHANGED FROf ' jPRItlT ( OLDMPRES-S f 6 . 1 )




XRETUK'MIF njTRY = i
BLOCK=STBLOC^
DUMMY (0)=EVf NTS ; Dl IMKY ( 1 ) =NOISE ; DUMMY (2 )=ANGLC







DUMMY1 ( L-l ) = INDEX ( L)
DUMMYl (L4-^9)=^'ULT (L)
%REPEAT
WRITEDAC BLOCK, ADDR( AKRIVL(O) ) )
«IRITEUA ( BLOCK, APDH { AKRI VL UJ b& ) ) ) 
BLOCK=BLOCK4l 






WRITEUA(BLOCK,ADOR(P ! J|1.1Y1(0) ) )
XEUD J I OF WHITETOPISC
XROUTINE PASSVECTPP:
BASL=-H192
I AREA I ; 'J SEG 7
%CYCLL' 1=0,1 *!Cc3
INTLGEK(RASE)=AHR1VC ( I >
BASL=UASE+2
I TV«0 BYTES PLK
XREPEAT




i r-u i \ L. i
F=OLDFLAG >'THEl' U.LTUKh 
->S(D
SCO): I FLAG KLSfT OR [jUT SET 
I NO CHANGE TO HTE 
OLDFLAG=0 
XRETURN
S(l):l CHANGE EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES 
XIF PTE«3 XTHEIJ XRETURN












ENTRY=1 ;| SUPPRESS CALCULATION Of f IIJST f
FEEDBACK
XRETUKN
S(3) : t COJJTRULLEU EXIT
OLDFLAGri
XJF RTE«3 %THEiJ ^RETURN J I STOP VIA FLAG = 5 
STOPPRUG
S(«*):i LIST OF rxp\/ARs REQUESTED
AIT(75)




















XPRIMTTEXT iUATA NuT ciEIiJG COLLECTED 
t
XFINTSH
XIF I = 'r' iaTHtNSTAPT









KPRH-'TTEXT M.'Cv X:^F,V. KUAL'
REAUF(XBID)
NCWLUJl





S(5):l WAIT DATA COLLECTION




S(6>: i START DATA COLLECTION





RESETCLOCKS ;i GKT OK BS1??
XRETURN
S(7):« NEfc' ANGLE KEOUESTLU
3 %THEN XRfTTURN






RTE = 3 Ji OVLR'WHITC
%RETUKN







%PRIIJTTEXTt DtfHEfJ REST '."TING PKuGhA"! S[.T ?TH PARA^r T EK TO'
NCWLINE
XPRINTTEXT' ALTERNATlv/ELY COPY TflE ACCUMULATED HA^A ULCS ONTO*
NEl-.'LlNL
XPRIN1TEXT' MAGI-JET 1C TAPL,' ;lJE>-'LI'!r
VPRIIJlTFXT* NOTE Tij&T TllIS MUSj BE UOfiE IN ANY CASt WHEl/ THE Nu
MEWLINL
%PRINTTEXTt UF FILfS ON THE tilSC REACHES ?1» ; NEWL INLS 1 2 )





->3 fcU CNTKY = 2 ;i HEAP f KOr: DISC FILL
KXprUIMTTExT 1 EXpEf-Il!"iJTAL VAKlABLF.c;

















%If EXPVAR(?3)<1 XTHEuSTAKT 5j CHECK NO. PU LSES St T
RJNGBELL(MQ) JlJEWLlNE










«EiJD ? I OF REAUIH
XlUTEbLRFN. READBIT!
*EHT_337
*MOV.12. (HI ) ,R1
? » OF FN KEADBIU 
XROUTINE SETOUTPUT
%IfjTEGER 1 « A«B»LEfJGTH
SELE1CTOUTPUTCO)
SEC?fJO=SEUNO+l
%pRiuiTExi« OLTPUT FILE is CHLVI*
FNAMf 10 )=B«b + A 
A ~ * E ' « B = * !i/l • 
FNAMEd )=B«ft + A 
A = IfjTPT (SEU!>|U/lo 
B=INTPT (S
PR1NTSYMBOL( A)
CHECK IF FILE LxISTvS 
IF IT DOES THfl-- AL'JUST 
TO APPEND ME.. DATA
XPKIN1TLXT* THIS IS A UCt' 1 FILL 
1 . sNEWLINE ;->2
l: fePHlNTTCXl' THIS TILC CONTAINS • ! WKl TULLlJhTH//*,6 ) 
XPRIUTTfXTt BLOCKS* ;,.!Ci-'L
B.20
• i. v -c u •» i LI .{,- nf
2:
XEfjP «l OF
XKEALFN SQRTCXRFIAL X) 
XREAL Y«Z
XIF X<=0 %THLKSTART 
XIF X = 0 XTHEN XRlSULTrO 
XPKlNTTEXTt NEG A KR lij SQKT 
t
RTE = 3 IXPRJNTTEXT. DATA COLL^CTIOU STOPPED'
XFINISH 
Y=(H-X)/2
Xir 2> = Y XTHE|. XREsULT =
XENl) ? I OF FN SQF'T 
XROUTINE CHECKFAULT
XIF ABS(ANGLE-OLDAlJG)>20 XAUD FIXUP-0 XTHENSTART
RIHGUELL(HO)
XPRINTTEXT* T ELfTKAK/MOTOR FAULT ; DATA COLLECTION STOPPED'
WRITE (OLDANG»6) J
RTE=3
\\ KjUC, BELL ONCE ONLY 
XRETUKN 
XFINISH









I BELL IS CTKL G Oii TT
XREPEAT
XENL' J I OF RlNGP-fLL
XROUT1UE
x INTEGER HA,NB .IMI;;, i -iAy»c
XREAL E»MIN






























XPRINTTEXT* UlVISIori t;Y ZERO In MEAN AND SD« ;NrWLlNE
WRITE(C»4) lWRJTE(i,-pTE«M) 5 WRl TE ( NU.-l « 4 ) 5WRlTE(NA,«) ; WRITE ( r|B ,<-
PRINTCMl,6,t») ;PKI;-jT(LlMt6,**) J PH I NT (f ,£,,«») ; PRINT < MAX ,6 , «* )• 
PRlNTlMIN,6t*») .MiLr'Ll -JE
%PRINTTEXT • DATA COLLECTION STOPPED' ;NE^LINE 
RINGBLLL(^O) 5RTE=?
*EMT.iOl ; I PJT PfJOG^AK IN t'.'AIT
NOI-.'5=KTIME
NEWLINL ;%RETURf;
OK;h2=M2/C i| NEW ESTIHATL OF
^CYCLL I=NA,1,NB
E = D1(I) ;l SUBTRACT >-;EAN TO AVOID LOSS OF
%IF ABS(E-M1 XL 1 1''- SrTHEiN Sli = Sn+ ( E-M2 ) * ( E-K2
XREPEAT
N1 = C 
MEAN=M2 
SIG'"iA = SORT (SU/(C-1 ) ) ;i STAiJUAPL: ERROF'
KElJU ; I OF MEANANHsn
^ROUTINE CALIBKATL 
i
I CALIBRATE MO JITJ°
I
MBCLljTRE ;OLUAhr,ri:jTPT(i:XP^Afv(l7) ) ;FIXUP =
FETCHHLOCK ;ULCODL ;i SLL ^HLKE WE AUE
FIXUP=0
FETCHBLOCK ;UECODE
%IF ABS( ANGLE-EXPv/AP(i7) )>5. %THENSTAkT
RINGBELL(HO)
*PRIfiTTEXT» TLLFTKAK/:iOTOf: FAULT IN 
PRlNT(ANGLE,fa«2) :SPACES(b) ;P«Ii;T (FXPVAR ( 17
*EMT,301 «l PR03K//- TO WAIT 
; | INSERT bY CTHL C
^FINISH












MAXH1=MAXH ;ANCH = 
XFINISH







| MurjITORIiMG ONLY => DO NOT WPITE TO DISC
NOW6=KTIME ? NOWl=Kj I ME ;IJOw2=
KBCHK=0
99:PROCESSOATA

























MMBEAM = MMRLAM + ARMVEt I) 
XREPLAT
C3=0
XIF OLDWBEA'-- = -
XFINISH
I NO ^AHUlNGS FIRST
B.23
, :v~.
.MAIL i,^ CHANGED F
fa.iM ; %PK1NTTIXT • TO • 
PRINT(MMBEA rjl «6t 4) ;NEwLINt
INTPT(EXPVAP(3i))=2 *THEHSTART 
RTC = 3 
XPRINTTEXT t




XIF QUNK = 1 %THE!J ->SOi:l
XPRINTTEXT »MAlfJ BEAN CflANGLp FPOW •
PP.INT«OLDMBEAM,6,**) ifcPpINITEXT • TO •





XEND ; i OF MBEAMCH'
XROUTINE FLASH FILAMENT
I
I FLASHES FILAMENT FOR TWO MINUTES
I HT IS TURNED OFF FIRST
I
SETPOT(ltl) ;l NT OFF* FILAMENT ON
RING6ELL(«*0)
XPRINTTEXT' FILAMCUT BEING FLASHfD NOW
WAIT(foOOO) ;i TWO MINUTES
SETPOT(Oil) ;l FILAMENT OFF, HT On
WAlT(^bO) ;i WAIT FOH FIVE SECONDS TO LET HT SETTLE






NADD( 1 )=0 
^REPEAT
XCYCLE i=o,iiio?3
XIF MAX<AKRIVf( I ). %THL.JSTAHT
VAX=AKKIVE(I) ;j=I ^FINISH
XREPEAT
I = INTPT(EXPVAR(P3) ) ;l NO.
XCYCLL K=l,l.l
L=(K-X)*102*»//I-»-J ;! ADD I'P I PEAKS
XIF L>1023 %THEN L=L-102M
MAXsL + 25 ?| SAFE OFFSET FOR Nt'JSE POUER
1
I ESTIMATE NOISE POWEK
I
XCYCLE M=0,lfb
XIF MAX>1D23 %THEL' f'Ax = KA
NADU ( N; ) =f JADP ( f ) 4 AKf I VC ( fl AX
XREPEAT








XIF TIML->.0001 -'Thru rfl = SOKT(NPOW)/TIME *ELSE
XIF T1MO.0001 *THEN PLAK = TALL Y/TIME 
XRETUKNIF EUTRY=1
*IF TALLY1-STALLY1>.0001 *THEN ^C 
SOVERN=( TALL Y-ST All Y)/SQRT(TALLY1-STALLY1) 







RESETS ALL RCALTIME CLOCKS 
TO COMPENSATE FOR TIME THAT
UATA COLLECTION «IAS WAITED 
%REAL x








PHCVCNT If-JlEGCK OVL-'^FLOir.1 BY CLEARING CHANNELS Wf-IcH REACH 
32000 AMD NOTjiJb MO;; fANY TIflCS THEY ARE CLLAPCC SO THAT THE 
THUL SPECTKUM CAn L^C R
J=ltlfbO 
5KIT INDEX(I)=J 
""lULTt I )= -JIULT(I ) 
XRETUKN 
XFIfJISH
XIF I«OLX( 1 )=-! 





XE(JD 5 I UPDATE
^ROUTINE HviiTiA
XCYCLf. I = 0,lt 





C3 = 0 ; I NU'-iBLH 
EVENTS = 0 ; I J'J
irjiTi.aisr. cor



















I NuJSf C'J 
I CYCLI'.r. ,s 
RLAL TI--.«E F*0*l *URD COUNT
«l REAL TIML FROM WORD COUNTEP 
Jl NUMfcTR OF BLOCKS OF DATA 
BLOCK COUJTER
i UISPLAY COUNTER 
i STEADY ANGLE FLAG
;l FLAG RECORD - SET TO 7 TO S TOP ANGLE DRIVE ON 
INITIALISE REAL TIME COUNTER -- USCP TO TIMr 
ANOTHER REAL TlMF COUNTER -- TINES 
YET ANOTHLF. RLAL TIME COUNTER -- TP'£;S QUALITY F 
INTERVALS RET^FEN MAIN BEAM vONITOP READlN 
DISC TRANSFERS 
CHECKING MODE -- OTHERS RESET BY THIS (V-J
FOR COMPUTER CONTROL OF CROSS BEAM 
TIMING FOR COMPUTER CONTROL OF CROS? 
MODULATION ERROR COUNT
I BEAM COUNT RATE
V)ODOUT = 0
PKHAT=0 ;
PROB=0 ;l BIAS PROBABILITY
BLOCK=STBLOCK ;| nA BLOCK
XBEAMAREA = 0. ;| XREAr'i NORMALlSATIOfJ
WBEAMAREA=O. ;i MREA^I NORMALISATION






i COUNTERS FOR QUALITY ESTIMATES
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PROMPT ("Input ?; ")
DEFINE<»?T1,».STRING) ' " ~ "'' ' /lHt
L1 G :
PROMPT (" Outr>ut ? t " )
READFILFMME (STRING )
%IF STFINC-»TT" %OR SIR I f4G= "LOG AL '« SiTHE
S ELECT! XA\D ->L!




PROMPT ("r.f3s'> : n >
^EAD(EPS3)
PROMPT ("SI cl :«>
REAO(SIGl)
PROMPT ( "Si r;2 ! " )
READ (SIG?) "




El 2 = 1. 62
! ASSYtfFTCTIC LT.V;IT OF 1ST EXCITED STATE
PROMPT (Men rep pow: !l )
R E A 0 ( I P. P )
!RPl=J? D //2
PROMPT ( "HI 2: ")
RE AD (H 12)
PROMPT {"H23:**)
RE AD (H 23)
A 4 - (- A '<• ' X A F M ( A
& = GA-v KAFr-.; (3)
^Gi^«^F^(( IRP*l)/2)
-GA^^AF'- C1RP/2*! 5 
P = S A r - :-*AF.V ( ( IP.P1+1 J/2
' +
PROMPT ("Red mass:'") 
f E A D ( M U ) 
MU="-tU*l.f.72ba-27
PRO VFT («-.IKE: ••)
T :. •
• T * ~* j'*' ' i ' \.. ~ .j \ t • j ;
1 ! M —'.!••«, T /- 7 -' - ' _. • - "*
• U I - L,' j. " ] • t" f ^. -> ^ - '
'-'PT < "p ' : " )
EAD(PCCH)
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-psi I-.KI , K;:-POT,r: ;-•; T,~ ; :::
PI
0 = E13-E1P 
FLAG 1 = 3
START OF CALCULATION







PRO'IPT ("Output nets?! 0 )
SKipsYMBCL *<U;JTIL NLXTS
READSY^BOL(I)
%IF lr?Y* %THF\i %STAPT
D RO!^PT ("Pot! output: 1 ')
REACFILE.'vM-iF (STHir.T.)
%IF STR!r:G-"TT" %OR $TK I f4G-'f LOG AL" %TH;IN STR I ^0 -" . :UT"
DEFINE ("ST 12, «.ST^ir-;G >
PRO f 'PT<"Pot2 output :">
READFILE^AMr (STRING)
%IF ST^KvG--* IT" %OR ST
DEFINE ("STl3» r'.STK.IN?;)






V 1 ~ p Ofe P r- T ( V A R , S I G 1 » E PS 1 )
%IF Vl>10 %TH^ 4 : ~>PL1
SELECTOUTPUT(12>







STRIVP> = « :uT 11
PLJ:
%!=• V5>i ••; ^T





' T ( " C ".
£ A:: ?
: T - • P





CHNO = 1 %THtl\
L9:





%IF R>%13 rTMEN S1G«A = 9/ (&OFP1 *SI.\ (DFPi 
OUTPUT (?,OFP],FL1,S I G^A,RCH» PATH) 
%IF DFPl*lx--/PI>6 %THE'J ->L^
s=3-e. :o3
XF JN1SH
XI r CHNO=2 e<THFIN /^
LI C:
%IF B>^13 %THt!f>l ->L8
vci-n






0 = KIP- ("OR SPOT (^Crl^AD-MORSIOV (PCH) )
D = 0-(r-ORS D JT (KCH« AD- MOP. SO
FLAG1-!
Rl 30-R CDU M
iPCT »PQWPOT »FL .-^
%IF FLAGF.=
R13f/= D CDUH 
% F I • ' I S H 
% F I '\i I S H
,
r IC\'( t?)-(D£FIO*;(P! 5 ) +2 "F I O k ; ( P 1 3?) >






r r ! v :l
-IF C 
1. 1 1 -
/7H-:-; ' ' T -
C.5
OEHT=MTCK ( R 1 33 » P » f>2 '.5 t p. OCH^ » 3 )
OrKIP- (M DRSPOT ( I? C H, AL ) -MCR? 1 OK ( p r H * ) -r i o
0=Q-(WiORSPOT (RCH, AL > -MOp S 0 ) ~
FLAT* 1 = 3
RCOUM=CRCSPTCD,tPS3 f SIG3 f rpS2,SIG?,IOMPOT.POWP-T"
%1F FLAGC-0 %THEN XSTAP.T 
L21
%IF RKTM>1Q %JHFM %START
oRiriTSTRlNGC'B = ")
PRlN'TCBf 5»3)




%IF RCDUM-R23n>0.?'25*R23D %THn; %^TART
FLAGC2=1
OEMT=« 1C R ( R-2 3D » B » RCDU^ t R CH , 3 )
R23D-RCOUM
DsKIP-CMORSPOTCRCHt AD-M 'JRSIO'j(RCH) )-Ll2
SP(0«i:PS3,SlG3fLPS2,5lG?f TOMPOT»P.OWPOT,FLAGl) 
XI F FLAGE!=P "THE '4 ->L2




DFP?=DEFPOW(rP31 »SIG1»5 ) -Dt-TFpO*: (EP31 »SIG1..'U33) /2
D'FP3-CF D .5+DEFIO^{ r>133)/2-DtFIO;HR23n)/2 + [;E 
DFP3=MCD(OFP3)
PATH -3
S I GM A = L A ^ Z E ! J (R«PATH)*B/(GDFP3*SI : ( DF P 3 ) )
OUTPUT ( B * OF P 3, EL 3 » S I 0* A , R C H « P A T H )










^ — r* — < ^ t * ' o n c- r->J - u ~ c 1 2 - ( " 0 K S P 
Ti i r; i ~ -z
13:
-IF FL AGEr •

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































" —1 1 —
 1






'.T- c"^ r- n <•> •w 0 .^3 '*?. PI X C/) I*; CD
~
\j •y~










































































































































































































































































































































































^.W.^^VU . A V-^-^r-T-77-I^ : . V ,,j -;,.,,..,.
iCXTERNALROUmrsPLC f>_ F SUB ( X ! -T ^ i n /-M'
XExTERNALROUTIf.'ESPCc E'.OSU^ " ' """
X EXTERNALROUTINC5?Pr.C CM A R ( - 1 - T r G , R cv ...
XEXTERrJALROUTI^ESPEC 1 M STAf,' ( « I ^^ r R "" , f oy?r ,. _ ?
XEXTERNALRCUTrvFS f > r C H^vn " ^ ' '" 2 ~ * 'JK ! CN;T * XKEF ' YC' rF >
er T PR I :n ( %R ;: AL v n ? ' DtCPU
WR IT- ( XI ;,TFG ^ vn n T 7 
NESPtC B I GSTR T NG J - 3
tR ROT ,
L )
OFJK I-NE ( ^b'TP I^p Cf3)
%ROUTI-rSPEC !:XT9EMA(^EALARRAYWAMr X ,v 




%R OUT I.\'ESP EC RE
%REAL MIWX f ^AXX
7,1 SIEGER I^v«FLAG,XX,YY,X1,Y3.,OXl,DYUOX,nY,FOsN,JJ,KK,FLAr,2,FL 
%IfJTESER FLAGA»PSD
%STRTJG (12) BC*MEXT




SET G3APH ^OOE 
11 )
PROMP7(»T£KTK3\( IX M0:">





PRO'-lpT < "PLOT S.DI 11 )
SKIPSY;MPQL %WHILE rJEXTSYf-iP-OLs« Y* XAN'D NtX T^ Y vsO
RFADSYM30L (I )
FLAC^=:
VIF I=»Y* %THEN FLAG^ri
PRQMPJ ( H TV PUT ^TLE:")
RfADFILF. -V JA^C (BC ) VUMIL EXISTC^O-I
^03^-Pj^ ;*25
HE PJ* E (»ST1 ? »,PC>
JJ-JJ+ 1
"CYCLE 1=1 
HE AD (X ( T ) > 
^E AO (V ( i > >
" A : S r L r r T ! ' -L'T ( ''• )
C.8
CGL. STr<fCA;-'( 1)
PROMPT ("FL^T SY>PO! •-;:» 
SKIPSYMBOL U'HILF ^XT
•v.pOL % * M »
LAG-O









%IF I=«wt %THF,\i FLAG 2= a
XI F FLAG 3-1 mi EM ->L4
LI :^OVi
D p n M r ; T f
, | \ t/ . i | \
%IF ^^
N LABE.L
THF-\! ERASE; D ->LI
« ** Y MRf: L « * • t
XI F I~*Y* ^THEN FLAG 3=1
->L2 
XFP-.'ISH
%ROUT1NE EXTREf'A (SPEALARRA Yf •• 
MAXY /cIVTEGF^AHE N)
X»Y %F;-'.aL -. v - T ^ X t ^ A X X » v- 1 '; Y ;; r
.V AXX = 0
v A X Y - ',












AX X , ?-i I •; Y « ^ AX Y >
scALrx = (f-'Ax)i-:-'j.NX >/rx 
scALEYr C-AXY-'-;T-\'YJ/DY
7CYCLE I-lt1T'
y / = TI T P T (( A c I) - *- ! i •' x) / c c;, L r /)
YY-r. T PT ( CY (I)-'-'!' Y ) / c r.fLE'0
f r >/
RLALi-^R AY: .';"- X , Y n. c:
•a^ 1-1 ': T r1E'. "^
MOVE.) cxx * i:.•»r r +
X1 = XX 
Y1=YY
%FT f' T9H
c x! - >.• y - < j C 0 9
CY1=YY-Y I




DR A VR (•:>»-?* PSO) 
MOVER ( n »P?D>
% F ! N I S H 
DRAWR(DXltDYl) %
MOVER(OtPSO) 
DRAWR( ::»-?* PSD) 
MOVER(OtPSD) 
X F I V I S H
is:
*;!F FLAG = 1. %JHE
%START
CHAP (KK)
^OVER(- Q ?5> 
% F I N I S H 




IMSTANCJJil 28* 'J» :,«0) 
%t^D ; ! £MD OF DISPLAYPOINTS 
iROUT!\?r FREEZE
.iiSTRING( 12) FILL 
PROMPTC'Tekf Ue: fl )





^ROUTINE READ FILE N AME ( XSTR I
! C I e ,. r screen 
! C L e o r picture
\A'-'E)
A A , \ { : , ! ^-(f. Y/'< M :L" A *'
~' A:,';; < I', T >T ( D X / /• ; * ~ ) * "': '« V "




SKIP SYMBOL %WHILF; ^LXT SY'^-L - •••• i':^ UEXT sY?-eoL
%OR f^EXT SY''.r;OL = Ml 
%CYCLE
READ SYMPOL(I) 
MA^l r = *!A^F. T 0 S T R I \' G ( I ) 
%EXIT XIF \EXT SYMBOL = NL ^;0h S JEX 
%RFPEAT
SKIP SYMBOL %'-; H!LE ^EXT SY M BOL t 'JL 
SKIP SYMBOL 




RE AOFILENA^E (LA3EL )
^E\C ; ! =>: D OF LABEL
- • « %c
C.10
ORAWH(-I!.Tt: T U'X/2) , <;
DRAWTF.XT CLAP-EL ) 
EM 0 SUB







SKIFSYMBOL '/.UNTIL N£ XT SY viP. OL- * Y * %OR NE X7SY% -L =•-,.' 
S£ACSY'*B3L (I ) 
UF I = *Y f %TH?i*J ->Lb
;'REALF\! HTCRCSREALNAME R 1 , H , x2 , R SI ART %INTrGFR PATH) 
RCH1
PKtl-SCRKP 1 *^l-e-*P )
%-INISH
UP PATH--* %0r> PATH-5 ^THEN %START
! CROSSIMG TO IONIC CURVI ON UAY OUT
^FINISH
%IF PATK-'f %DR PATH-f ?JTHErr; %START
! CROSSING TO IG:^IC CURV^: ON WAY IN




! EOUILItR].U v. OI BON'U DIS^ArxCL
DT-TF/50
! STIR LF'X'GH FOR C ALCUL ^ T I C/-! G^ i \CKtASC Ti v C ~ i Bo NT 
Ky» = n
1 PATCH TO /JLLOV- FOP THC INFLUENCE o r TH^ K^ K*- CN T HL 
L5c:
^IF PATH = 3 %0^> PA7H = b ?7HEM %ST^-T
F K T f l = S -i R T ( { « K £ I - K - ) * < P K IT 1 - K :>J!= ) + B * R )
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Inelastic differential scattering cross sections for the system potassium -r aikyl halide have been 
measured in the small angle region for EX between 20-1000 eV c . Electronic excitation of both colli­ 
sion partners is seen together with vibrational excitation of the alkyl halide.
Evidence is adduced suggesting that excitation occurs by either of two pains corresponding to the 
preliminary transfer of an electron in the entrance channel or as the colliding pair recedes. A 
harpooning mode! incorporating bend stretching in the negative molecular ion is developed that agrees 
well with most of the observations.
A large number of exit channels are open in the collision system alkali atom -f 
alkyl halide at higher energies. They include:
M -f- RX -* M + RX(RXt) dastic (inelastic) (ij
—> MX + R reaction (ii)
—»• M + -f RX~ chemi-ionisation (Hi)
—> M* -f RX \ , . . .. .. ,. ,,., ! Tjv*f electronic excitatson (iv)
—> M -f R -f- X dissociation. (v)
The first two processes have been extensively investigated at thermal collision energies K2 
and are well known examples of the electronic harpooning mechanism, subsequent 
chemical reaction occurring at thermal energies by ionic combination.
The chemi-ionisation channel is less well explored 5 but provides direct evidence for 
non-adiabatic behaviour at the ionic/covalent surface crossing. The importance of 
an ionic surface in coupling ground and excited electronic states of the atom is con- 
finned by collision-induced fluorescence studies.4
In the work described here continuing the programme outlined in a previous 
Faraday Discussion,5 we have eliminated the reaction channel by working at high 
relative kinetic energies and choosing a heavy halogen atom, iodine. Equally im­ 
portant from the point of view of analysis, by confining scattering observations to 
very small angles (<5°) the K atom trajectories are essentially rectilinear and of con­ 
stant velocity. Nevertheless, because the forward momentum is high, interesting 
regions of the potential inside the harpooning radius can be probed by these small 
deflections. Electronic excitation of several cV is readily observed.




The apparatus used in this work is shown schematically in fig. 1. The beam of fast alkali 
atoms was produced initially as ions by surface ionization and electrostatic focusing. The 
ion beam was then pulse modulated, using a velocity compression technique described else­ 
where,6 so that the energy loss resulting from a collision could be recorded by measurement 
of the flight time of the scattered atom and hence the post-collision states of the atom and 
molecule inferred. After modulation the ion beam was neutralised in a vapour cell and any 



























flexible bellows detectorphotomultiplier 
detector assembly
FIG. 1.—Schematic representation of apparatus.
The fast neutral beam then intercepted a slow target beam of molecules formed by effusion 
from a capillary array in a well defined collision zone. This beam was also mo'duiated (at 
47 Hz) and the target flux continuously monitored by a gauge placed directly below the 
collision zone.
Potassium atoms scattered from this region were ionized on a cool W wire and detected 
via a scintillator and photomultiplier. The detector could be varied in angle with a precision 
of i0.002°. Atom arrivals located in angle by the detector position were arranged to stop 
a 50 MHz clock running in synchronism with the pulse modulation so that the flight time
-could be recorded.
The collection of data and the operation of the experiment were controlled by an on-line
-computer.7 The signal collection and experimental control arrangement are shown schemati­ 
cally in fig. 2. Hard copy log and graphical output facilities were provided to allow operator
-intervention.
DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
Count rates are very low in this experiment (<0.01 counts s" 1 ) and periods of * 12 h 
were required to collect sufficient counts at the widest angles. Data collection thus took place 
over periods of about five days. During this time the main beam arrival time profile was 
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alerted if any significant changes in the beam fluxes or other operating conditions took place. 
The angular scan was made automatically to a predetermined sequence, angle changes being 
initiated automatically when a set precision had been reached.
The data reported in this paper were accumulated over a period of about eighteen months 
during which time the equipment was removed from one building to another and a number 
of small changes made. Partly as a result the time location of the primary beam pulse varied 
by as much as 30 ns between different experiments. The data were therefore adjusted in time 
so as to be relative to the unscattered beam arrival as measured in each experiment. Any 
accompanying variation in the pulse width was corrected by a process of deconvolution and 
reconvolution to a standard pulse width, the stability of these operations being checked by 
trials with synthesised noisy data. Inconsistencies of this type between different experimental 
runs rather than counting statistics account for most of the noise seen in the results.
After these adjustments had been made in the laboratory frame the data were transformed 
into the c.m. frame using the most probable laboratory velocities.
RESULTS
These results are most compactly presented as c.m. contour maps showing the 
variation in the product of the scattered intensity and the square of the scattering 
angle, I(x)xz > as a function of the variable r(r = collision energy x scattering angle, 
and the post-collision velocity.





scattering angle / deg
Ar scattering at 108 eV c.m. collision energy. The thick lines indicate energy losses 
of 0.0 and 1.6 eV (centre of mass frame).
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resolution since in this E region the scattering is at least 98 % elastic. The island of 
intensity at slow exit velocities is due to the K*1 isotope present at «6 % abundance. 
The other contour maps in fig. 4-6 show similar plots for methyl and propyl iodide at 
various initial collision energies. In comparison with the K -f Ar data considerable 
inelasticity, particularly at the wider angles, is immediately apparent and can be seen 





FIG. 4. — K
scattering angle /deg
CHjI scattering at i 64 eV collision energy. The thick lines indicate energy losses of 
0.0 1.6 and 3.47 eV (centre of mass frame).
Cuts through the surface show the intensity of scattered K atoms as a function of 
the energy lost by them in collision are perhaps more suggestive, A number of ex­ 
amples computed by averaging together several sets of independent observations in a 
narrow range of angle are shown in fig. 7 and 8. The solid curves on these figures 
show the results of a deconvolution procedure using the 0° profile as a reference 
profile. The peaks are sharpened by this process but can already be distinguished in 
the unprocessed data; moreover, independent angular scans yield peaks which move 
smoothly with angle as in tig. 9-11. The enhanced scattering profiles prepared in 
this way are combined to yield similarly sharpened contour maps as shown in fig. 12
and 13.
Time of flight data of this type are of limited value in molecular systems because 
it is not possible to associate a given velocity change in the K atom with a specific 
exit channel, owing to the number of closely spaced energy states. Thus, in the 
K -f RI system the K ionisation continuum starts at 4.34 eV and there is a near con-
Faraday Discussion 67—67/2—Fluendy—3B „
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tinuum of vibration-rctation states in each electronic level of RI. Table 1 summarises 
the relevant information for K and CH3I (QH,! is similar).
In view of this continuum of vibronic levels, it is remarkable that discrete energy 
losses are observed at least up to 10 eV at the largest angles of scattering.
u o
3.47
scattering angle / deg
FIG. 5.—K H- CH3I scattering at 81 eV coliision. The thick lines indicate energy losses of 0.0, 1.6
and 3.47 eV (centre of mass frame).
DISCUSSION
At scattering angles % < 5°, the momentum transfer perpendicular to the incident 
velocity is small (x = final transverse momentum/incident forward momentum).
The various small-angle approximations are valid and the momentum changes in 
the forward direction cancel on the incoming and outgoing halves of the trajectory. 




where X = I or R, the end struck, and a " forceless " oscillator has been assumed. 
The maximum energy thus transferred at the angles of observation will be <0.5 eV, 
far smaller than most of the observed energy loss channels. The extensive vibronic 
energy transfer that is observed can only occur if the potential energy surfaces are
Faraday Discussion 67—67/2—Fluendy—4A
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profoundly modified in the course of the collision. The source of this alteration is 
clearly the crossing onto the ionic state.
The harpoon model, equivalent to adiabatic behaviour at the ionic/covalent 
crossing, is well established as the mechanism for chemical reaction in many alkali 
metal systems at thermal energies. At the collision energies of the present experiments 
the reactive channel is essentially closed because the fast K+ ion cannot accelerate the
Jg"5
iioq
scattering angle / deg
FIG. 6.—K -f C3H7l scattering at 166 eV collision. The thick lines indicate energy losses of 0.0, 1.6
and 3.47 eV (centre of mass frame).
I~ ion sufficiently rapidly fo capture it before leaving the ionic surface. The residual 
electronic excitation is like the grin on the face of the Cheshire Cat, the aftermath of a 
much more profound electronic rearrangement.
We develop a model to account for the broad features of the observed scattering in 
two stages. As a first approximation, the collision is assumed to be isotropic and 
sudden with respect to the R-I motion^ i.e., the R-I bond is clamped at its equilibrium 
value throughout the collision. The behaviour of the various diabatic potential sur­ 
faces can then be displayed solely as a function of the K-I coordinate, fig. \4(a). The 
vertical electron affinity of the alkyl iodides is sufficiently small (—0.9 eV) for the ionic- 
state to intersect all the K* channels (including the ionised continuum) and thus to 
provide a route for populating these states. Excited electronic states of RI, except the 
A state, lie above the dissociation limit of K*RI~ (5 eV> and must then be populated
Faraday Discussion 67—67/2—Fluendy—4B w
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by a different mechanism. We speculate that an excited charge transfer state is 
involved but the mechanism will not be discussed here.
The only important adjustable parameter in these potentials is the short range 
repulsion behaviour of the ionic state arid the coupling matrix elements at the various 
crossings. Whatever the values of the parameters, some simple consequences arise 
because any exit channel can be reached via two paths, according to whether or not 
the electron is transferred on the first passage of the ionic/covalent crossing.
energy loss / eV
FIG. 7. — Energy loss profiles observed at various scattering angles for K -f CH3! at 81 eV collision 
energy. The dashed curves are observed values and the solid lines their deconvolution. (a) 61, (b)
122 and 203 eV°.
The predictions of this model (using the potentials shown, the Landau-Zener 
approximation and the classical small-angle formulae to evaluate the cross sections) 
are compared with experiment at 164 eV in fig. 15, the energy loss data being par­ 
titioned in accord with the asymptotic energy losses assuming only electronic excitation.
The model is partially successful, especially in predicting the narrow angle thresh­ 
olds of K* and CH3 I* (A} state onsets. If the route to these states involved a cross­ 
ing on the respulsive wail of the potential, the angular threshold would appear at 
much larger angles and the intervention of a strongly attractive surface is unambiguous.
The model is less satisfactory in predicting the change in angular onsets of the vari­ 
ous channels with incident energy. These thresholds are seen to occur at lower £ 
values in the 81 eV data, whereas the basic model necessarily predicts constant EX 






FIG. 8.—Energy loss profiles observed at various scattering angles for K + CH^I at 164 eV collision 
energy. The dashed curves are observed values ana the so!id line their deconvolution. (a) 75, (b)
450 and (c) 900 eV°.
the energy loss spectrum where the model only permits energy losses corresponding to 
the electronic states of the separated species. The observations (e.g., fig. 7 and 8) 
show a much larger number of discrete energy loss processes, some of them (those 
<1.6 eV) not being assignable at all to electronic excitation. The most serious 
assumption of the basic model lies in the neglect of the internal motion of the target 
molecule. During the collision lifetime, typically 10~ 14 s, changes in the C-I bond 
distance can occur which greatly alter the vertical electron affinity and hence the posi­ 
tion of the ionic/covalent crossing. Such effects have been discussed by other workers 8 
in connection with chemical reaction and chemi-ionisation. The initial crossing at 
RL yields CH3I~ in a strongly repulsive state [fig. 14(£)]. assuming a vertical transition. 
As the C-I bond stretches on the ionic surface, the ionic/covalent crossing moves to 
larger R values (fig. 16) and on the return of the electron a large amount of energy can 
be dumped in the Me-I vibration. The extent of such energy transfer clearly depends 
on the time spent on the ionic surface and ranges from zero if the motion at R v is 
diabatic (electron not transferred) to actual dissociation of the Me-I bond if the 
Mel~ surface is sufficiently repulsive. Since there are in general two classical paths 
leading to a particular angle of deflection (if b < RJ, corresponding to diabatic or 
adiabatic motion at J?,, each electronic exit channel should be accompanied by two 
distinct peaks in the time of arrival spectrum.
Faraday Discussion 67—67/2—Fluendy—5B
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Our second model, then, is to permit relaxation of the C-I bond in the ionic state 
by introducing a term
-i) = A exp (2)
into the total potential energy. The I-K interaction remains coulombic and there is 
no K-R interaction. One result emerges immediately from this model. If the para­ 
meters in Flon(^?RI) are taken to be those of the isolated ion,9 far too much vibrational 
excitation is predicted even in the ground electronic exit state. In fact, we would have 
a runaway situation with extensive bond dissociation (and probably chemi-ionisation). 
In practice (fig. 9-11) the vibrational energy gain in both the ionic K and K* channels 
is quite small («1 eV) and almost constant with EX after the threshold.
The CH3I~ ion is thus perturbed by the passing K+ ion and we can very crudely 
incorporate this effect in the model by making a adjustable. However, even this 
degree of freedom is not sufficient for the data to be fitted; if the vibrational energy 
gain in the K* (ionic) channel is fitted, too little energy loss occurs in the ground state 
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FiG> 9.—p]o* showing the location of the peaks observed in the energy loss measurements as a 





0 T i w^ 300 T/eV deq
FIG. 10.—Plot showing the location of peaks observed in the energy loss measurements. CH,I -f K
at 81 eV collision energy.
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FIG. 11.—Plot showing the location of peaks observed in the energy loss measurements. QH7I -f K
at 166 eV collision energy.
in mo
tt
scattering angle / deg
FIG. 12.—Contour plot showing CH3I 4 K scattering as a function of energy loss and c.m. scattering 
angle at a collision energy of 164 eV and after enhancement by deconvolution. Thick lines are drawn
at energy losses of 0.0, 0.86. 1.6 and 2.8 eV.









FIG. 13.—Contour plot showing CH3 I -f K scattering as a function of energy loss and scattering angle 
at a collision energy of 81 eV and after enhancement by deconvolr'ion. Thick lines are drawn at
energy losses of 0.0, 0.72, 1.4, 2.0 and 3.2 eV.
electron transfer seems to be rapid, but the repulsion soon drops almost to zero. The 
functional form of eqn (2) must be wrong and the dependence of Vion on 7?MeK should 
be introduced. This could be interpreted as due to the repulsion of the departing Me 
group by the K+ ion, or the change in bond order of Mel~ due to partial back transfer 
oi"the electron to K 4".
Nevertheless, relaxation of the Me-I bond on the ionic surface is a key step in the 
collision process. Besides leading to extensive vibrational excitation, the deflection of 
trajectories sampling the ionic surface will depend on the extent of R-l relaxation 
during the collision. The angular thresholds for all electronic processes fed by the 
ionic surface will not thus scale with EX, and will also depend upon the reduced mass 
of RI. These effects can be seen in fig. J 7 where the energy losses calculated from this
TABLE 1
















5, C(£) 6.10, 6.16
A (£) 6.77
£, 7.30
/; C 9.4, 9.8
Rydberg states
I.P. 9.54
Onset of continuous adsorption; peak at 4.5 cV.
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FIG. 14,—(e) Isotropic diabatic potential model for K + RI interaction. (6) CN3I and CN3I* 
potentials. Dashed curves show the perturbation used to obtain the approximate fit described.
T/eV deg 1000
FIG. 15.—Isotropic sudden mode!; comparison with observations for CH3I -f K at 164 eV-
model are displayed against the corresponding scaUering angle. In the E/_ region 
around 150 eV°, particularly at 81 eV collision energ>', a rainbow feature can be seen 
where two branches for the ionic ground state scattering coalesce.
The invariance of vibrational excitation with angle of scattering is a remarkable 
feature of all the plots and again points to relatively small shift of the ionic/covalent
seam with changing transit time over the surface.
Finally, the differential cross sections for the channels identified are displayed, 
together with the model predictions, in fig. 18 and 19.




FIG. 16.—High energy trajectories on an ionic/covalent surface. Two trajectories are shown, corre­ 
sponding to different initial kinetic energies (£"A > E*). The crossing point on the outward path 
(7?2) is very sensitive to E. In case B, /?2 is so large that dissociation or ionisation would result. The
K trajectory in real space is inset.
Fie. 17.—Comparison of observed (O) and bond stretching model predictions( M) for the energy loss 
as a function of reduced scattering angle. The subscript I indicates motion on the neutral surface- 
Model and experiment are in accord in predicting an increasing energy loss as the mass of R decreases
and as the collision lifetime increases.
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FJO. 18.—Differential cross sections for K -f CH3I at 164 eV. (O, •) ground state N, 1 (A 




FIG. 19.—As for fig. 18, but at 81 eV.
t/eV
CONCLUSIONS
Our conclusions as to the processes involved may be summarised with reference 
to fig. 14(c) as follows:
(a) Each electronic exit channel is accompanied by two vibrational channels, 
one with small or zero internal energy change, the other with substantial vibrational 
excitation. These two channels correspond to, respectively, diabaiic or adiabatic 
(harpooning) behaviour at the first crossing j^. Both channels are important in the 
experimental energy range.
(b) The negative ion state involved is a repulsive state, but with rather different 
characteristics from the isolated RI~ ion. In particular, the amount of bond stretch­ 
ing is less than expected (at least in the configuration probed in the bound state exit 
channels) and points to some containment of the alkyl group.
(c) The differential cross section summed over ail discrete exit channels (ground 
plus excited states) is approximately constant over the x range from 0.5 to 5° (LAB). 
This strongly suggests that continuum processes (bond dissociation and ionisation), 




(d) The excitation of the A state of CH3I is observed to have two energy loss con­ 
tributions and angular thresholds, but these have less intensity than in the K* channel. 
An ionic surface again probably intervenes because of the small angular thresholds. 
But even without bond stretching, the ground state K+ CH3I~ surface would lead to a 
crossing at «50 A on the outward branch, at which point the coupling matrix element 
between the two states would be essentially zero. Some electronic excitation of the 
negative ion may be involved, i.e., harpooning to a different empty orbital.
(e) Discrete energy losses >5 eV are observed and these must correspond to 
electronic excitation of the alkyl iodide. Since these energy levels are above the energy 
of the separated K+ RI~ ion pair, the ground state ionic surface cannot be involved 
in their coupling.
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The production of highly excited states of the alkyl iodides by collision with fast potassium atoms has been studied by 
a time of flight molecular beam technique. A simple electron capture and recapture mechanism is advanced to account for 
the observations.
The manifold of electronically excited states avail­ 
able in the alkyi iodides tails into three classes corre­ 
sponding to valence transitions in the C—I band of 
n ->• a* type, Rydberg transitions to high nl states sim­ 
ilar to those of the iodine atom and valence a ->• a* 
transitions in the C-K bond. Transitions correspond­ 
ing to all these three classes are observed in the optical 
spectrum though the C—H transitions are seen only as 
a continuum background, to the other processes f 1—3]. 
Photodissociation of the alkyl iodides with radiation 
in the 3.5—5.5 eV region occurs via the continuum A 
state (n -» a*) and produces both ground, 13/2, and ex­ 
cited, Ij/2 atoms [4] while the same a :;: orbital occu­ 
pied in the molecular negative ion is responsible for 
the substantial translationai excitation seen in the reac­ 
tion [5]
K + RI -> KI + R, 0)
which are classic examples of electron harpooning. 
In this work inelastic differential scattering cross 
sections have been measured for this system in [he 
high energy (50-200 eV) small angle (0-5°) region in 
which the collision trajectory is approximately recti­ 
linear and explores the potential surfaces inside the 
harpooning radius. The reaction channel itself is closed 
in this regime due to momentum constraints on the I
* Present address: Departamento tie Quirnica Fisica, Facultad 
de Oiencas, University de Bilbao, Bilbao, Spain.
* Present address: Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, 
Illinois, US A.
capture so that the electronic transitions can be stud­ 
ied in isolation from the capture dynamics.
The measurements described were made by a time 
of flight method in which the potassium atom beam 
was pulse modulated and the energy loss in the colli­ 
sion inferred from the change in the measured flight 
time. In this way a contour map was built up showing 
ths scattered K atom flux versus scattering angle and 
energy loss at various initial collision energies [6,7].
Very considerable inelasticity is observed in these 
measurements with energy losses ranging from 0.5 10 
^12 eV. The lower energy processes, < 5 eV which 
include the electronically elastic. K(4p) and CH ? 1 (A) 
state as exit channels have been discussed elsewhere 
[8] and shown to involve an ionic intermediate repul­ 
sive in the C-1 bond. This paper discusses the higher 
energy loss processes corresponding to Rydberg and 
C—H transitions, which are also seen, though with 
smaller cross sections.
Typical energy loss profiles are shown in rig. 1 for 
several reduced scattering angles (/fx, eV 1"). The opti­ 
cal spectrum in the same energy region shows a very- 
large number of discrete features associated with tran­ 
sitions from n(I) to various Rydberg states (n. A 
having n > 5, / = s.d,p and core terms of L\;-, and ^^12 
Continuum absorption from C-H transitions is seen 
as a background to these discrete features. In compari­ 
son, the relative sparsity of the collision induced tran­ 
sitions is imrrediutely apparent and at each angle of 
scattering or impact parameter only discrete crn-rey 
losses are seen. The observed features occur svstemati-
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iFag. 1. Observed energy loss profiles K/CH^I at centre of mass 
(collision energy of 164 eV, £"x in eV". Peak numbers refer to 
lable 1.
cally as the scattering angle is varied, though the inten­ 
sity varies considerably; their behaviour is summarised 
in table 1. The observed energy losses are independent 
of reduced scattering angle with one exception, process 
7 for which the energy loss observed increases approx­ 
imately linearly v/ith £Y. The angular dependence of 
the differential cross sections is illustrated in fig. 2 
where the results have been approximately scaled by 
normalising the very small angle clastic scattering 
(arising from outside the harpooning radius) to model 
potentials for this region developed in molecular dy­ 
namic studies [12].
The energy loss processes reported are seen in fig. 2 
to onset at small EX values, This combination of a sub­ 
stantial energy exchange coupled with a small reduced 
defiection is good evidence for the involvement of 
strong attractive potentials during the collision and 
suggests that processes of interest may also occur via
a transient negative ion.
Talsle i
Observed finergy losses



































c.m. collision effective 
energy = 166 eV transition
6 n(I) — * a*
6.6 n(I) -» 6s Rydberg
8.5 n(I).-* 7s Rydberg
10.8 ^(C-H) -* 6s Rydberg 
13.2 CTo(C-H) ~* 7* Rydberg
11 -12.8 in £x















This transition is to the dissociative A state of
The equivalent a*c _ H ) orbital in propyl iodide cannot be identified unambiguously but is [ikoly to be considerably h; :.-.ii
in energy.
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Fig. 2. Differentia! scattering cross sections for K/CH 3 I at 164 eV (c.m.). The processes are identified in table 1.
A schematic energy diagram showing the location 
of the lower orbitals in Crl3 I is drawn in fig. 3. The 
lowest unoccupied orbitals include the tf*C-I) (^e 
electron receptor orbital of importance in the reactive 
and smaller energy loss processes) and the a(C_ H\, 
which are both antibonding in the C—T and C—H re­ 
spectively, together with the Rydberg levels 6sa, 7sa 
and 5daj + 2e. These are all possible receptor levels 
— higher Rydberg states though available in principle 
will have considerably smaller coupling matrix elements 
due to the large size of these orbitals and are thus un­ 
likely to be important.
Since these measurements are confined to the neu­ 
tral exit channel, electron capture must be followed 
by the recapture of an electron by the K+ ion on exit 
from the collision. Electronic excitation will now take 
place if an electron is recaptured from a lower, normal­ 
ly filled orbital leaving the receptor orbital occupied 
and a lower lying vacancy. Possible energy losses 
arising from this mechanism are shown in table 2; the 
spin orbit splitting is comparable to the energy resolu­ 
tion of the measurements at the 164 eV collision ener­ 
gy while the 7s and 5d Rydberg states are also too close 
to be resolved and the energies of these states are aver­ 








Fig. 3. Schematic orbital energy diagram for CHjl. Tlv.1 -rbit- 
ais n(I), a(C-[) and a (C-H) are l° catf^ from photccic.tri. .T 
spectra [9,10]. The o,fc_r) and Rydberg levels tor.r. oru.ul 
spectra (i—3]. The ofc-H) ' s derived vvuh rather loss cer­ 
tainty from the optical spectra of the aJkjnes (111.
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Table 2
Transitions and energy losses expected from electron harpooning and subsequent recapture in CH 3 I




















































tions in table 1 is immediately suggestive and leads to 
the tentative assignment shown in table 1. The model 
thus suggests that electron capture into the lower emp­ 
ty Rydberg or valence levels is possible. The relative 
probability being at least partly determined by the 
orientation of the CH 3 I during the collision. Thus 
process 7, n(I) -> O(C_H)> involving capture into the 
G(C-H) foH°wsd by recapture of an electron from the 
iodine lone pairs would presumably be favourable for 
trajectories in which the K moves first past the CH3 
and then the I groups. Similarly processes 5 and 6, 
a(C-H) "* ^s an^ 7s, would involve trajectories moving 
in the reverse direction while the other transitions oc­ 
cur at the iodine atom only. It is notable that with 
this model process 7 which was unique in showing an 
energy loss increasing with E\, is seen to arise from an 
intermediate ion state which is antibonding and repul­ 
sive in the C-H coordinate. Since E\ is inversely re­ 
lated to the impact parameter, itself inversely related 
to the time between the capture and recapture epi­ 
sodes on the Trajectory, the time spent in this repul­ 
sive state increases with E\. The increasing energy loss 
can now arise as a result of the substantial changes in 
geometry which occur during the collision.
Similar effects as a result of populating the ajc_ n 
orbital can be distinguished in the lower energy losses 
but because of the much greater mass of the ejected
group (CH3 as compared to H in the case of the 
ff*C-H) or-ki* al) tne effect is much smaller and cannot 
be distinguished in the EX range discussed here. The 
dynamics leading to this dissociative state are further 
complicated since it may be accessed on erlnr ihe in­ 
ward or outward branches of the trajectory [si Jr is 
possible that the two channels observed at 81 eV. 
where the resolution is better (« 0.25 eV). correspond 
to dissociative states leading to either the Ijn nr h/ 2 
states of iodine with considerable translations! energy; 
the spin orbit splitting is not resolved experimentally 
at the higher collision energies.
The C—I force constant is essentially unchanged by 
population of Rydberg states so that transitions to 
these states would be expected at a fixed energy in 
accordance with these observations. Finally it is worth 
noting that all the capture Transitions can be j^sLv.od 
to s or a orbitals (though the 5d and 6p L , ^ levels ct 
8.30 and 7.99 eV could not be distinguished 'rom the 
7s levels) suggesting that electron orbi:::i unu'ior ;no- 
rnentum is conserved in these collisions.
Considerable mixing of the various crbiiais will 
take place under the time dependent penurlv.P.on <M 
the K 4 ion and the precise description of liio :iriul 
from which recapture finally occurs is un:.:ur. A sim­ 
plified diabatic potential scheme ;l!usua:!p-.: o v-os^hle 
mechanism is shown in fig. 4 whore the douMy su;red







Fig. 4. Diabatic potentials illustrating the incident channel 
and the electron capture and recapture processes at R \ and 
RI leading to excited RI states.
curve represents the state of the CH3 I under perturba­ 
tion by K+ . The most significant features of this mod­ 
el are the two electron transfers at R^ and R^ on en­ 
try and exit and the strong attractive exit potential 
which will produce scattering at smaii
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Inelastic differential scattering cross sections for the system K/Nj have been measured in the small-angle regime for h'\ 
in the range 80-600 eV deg. A cross beam time-of-flight technique was used to measure energy transfer effects occurring in 
the collision. The dominant inelastic process in the region explored was production of the K(4 2 P) state together with simul­ 
taneous vibrational excitation of the N 2 molecule. The observations are in excellent agreement with published potentials and 
a simple classical mode! involving an intermediate with considerable negative-ion character.
1. Introduction
The quenching of alkali atoms as a result of colli­ 
sions with diatomic molecules has been of interest for 
a considerable time [1]; the system Na/N 2 has been of 
particular interest both experimentally [2] and theo­ 
retically [3,4]. The inverse process, atomic excitation 
as a result of energetic collisions with diatomic mole­ 
cules, has also been studied [5]. More recently the sys­ 
tem of interest here, K/N 2 , has been studied by a novel 
coincidence technique [6] in which the differential 
cross section for the process K(4 2 S) + N-> -*• K(4 2 P) + N2 
was determined, the final state of the molecule not 
being measured in this experiment. All this work is 
consistent with an early suggestion that an ion-pair 
(K+ /N2) state is an important intermediate.
In the present experiments the time-of-flight tech­ 
nique provides additional information on the excita­ 
tion of other states., vibrational excitation of N 2 and 
elastic scattering. The combination of this data with 
Kempter's observations is consistent with significant 
ionic character in the description of the collision sys­ 
tem both in the angular distributions and now in the 
vibrational excitation of the N->.
2. Experimental 
2.1. Apparatus
A schematic of the apparatus is shown in fig. 1. The 
beam of fast alkali atoms is produced initially as ions 
by surface .'on.'sation on a porous tungsten disc heated 
radiativeiy to --1500 K. The ions are accelerated to the 
required collision energy and electrostatically focused. 
The beam is then pulse-modulated, using a velocity 
compression technique [71. so that the time-of-flight 
analysis of the scattered atoms may be carried out. 
After modulation, the ion beam is neutralised by 
charge exchange in a vapour cell, and any residual ions 
are deflected away.
The fast neutral beam enters the collision zone 
where it intercepts the orthogonally introduced slow- 
target beam, formed by effusion through a capillary 
array, and modulated at 47 Hz. The scattered potas­ 
sium atoms are ionised on a cool tungsten wire at the 
detector, and arrivals are counted via a scintillator and 
a photomultiplier. The detector can be varied in angle 
with a precision of ±0.002 deg. The arrivals at the de­ 
tector stop a 50 MHz crystal clock running in synchro­ 
nism with the pulse modulation, and so their flight 
time is recorded. The data collection and experimental 
operation are controlled by an on-line computer [S], 
which also monitors important experimental condi­ 
tions, such as beam fluxes, throughout the run. Due to
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the apparatus.
the very low count rates associated with experiments 
of this type, less than 0.01 s~* at wide angles, an ex­ 
periment takes about five days. In these experiments 
the resolution in EX, the reduced scattering angle, was 
^35 eV deg and the energy loss could be determined 
to ±0.1 5 eV.
2.2.
The results were collected over two separate experi­ 
mental runs, and are presented after transformation to 
the c.m. reference frame. A c.m. contour map showing 
the variation in the product of the scattered intensity 
2nd the square of the scattering angle, /(x)x2 > as a 
function of scattering angle and post -collision velocity, 
is presented in fig. 2.
Such contour plots are highly information-intensive 
but the grosser features are more easily displayed in a 
time-of -flight profile. Fig. 3 shows such a profile 
averaged ever all the angles of observation. It is imme­ 
diately apparent that the elastic channel dominates 
the collision while an inelastic process with a most 
probable energy loss of 2.8 cV arises in ^1 6% of colli­ 
sions. A number of very much smaller processes are 
seen at greater energy losses. The 4l K isotope with 6% 
abundance provides a useful marker.
Measurements of this type do not unambiguously 
identify the exit channel; however, the lowest excited 
state of N2 , A 3 L*, is 6.2 eV above the incident chan­ 
nel, while fluorescence measurements [10] on this sys­ 
tem revealed predominantly K(4 2 P) excitation, the 
K(5 2 P) and (6 2 S), states being populated to ~2% and 
0.6% in comparison. The inelastic channel observed in 
this experiment onsetting at 1.6 eV and having a maxi­ 
mum at 2.8 eV is therefore assigned to K(4 -P) excita­ 
tion with, by elimination, concurrent vfbrationai exci­ 
tation of the N 2 . A very weak inelastic peak with an 
energy loss of 4.1 eV and ^10% of the intensity of the 
K(4 2 P) scattering can also be seen. This may be asso­ 
ciated with similar excitation of the K atom to K(5 2 S) 
01 (5 -P) states and again concurrent vibrational exci­ 
tation of the N 2 , but will not be further discussed here. 
The proposed assignment is supported by the success 
of the model based upon this interpretation of the en­ 
ergy loss data.
Previous tirne-of-flight measurements by Gersing 
et al. [11] on this system show similar loss profiles to 
those observed in this work but were interpreted solely 
as K excitation and led to the conclusion that produc­ 
tion of K (5s) and (3d) states was the main inelastic 
channel - an unsafe conclusion in view of the Snores- 
cence experiments [10].
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Fig. 2. Polar contour plot showing 7(x)x as a function of c.m. scattering angle, x, and energy loss. The K/N 2 collision energy was 
85.5 eV (c.m.). Contours are drawn at 5. 10 and 15%. The angles at which observations were taken are indicated together with an 
energy-loss graticule. Two distinct peaks can be seen; the lowest shows an energy loss < 0.6 eV, the higher (a rather weaker one) a 




Fig. 3. Energy-loss profile averaged over ali angles of observa­ 
tion (0.9-7.5 c.m.). Collision energy 85.5 eV.
REDUCED SCATTERING ANGi.E/'^V
FFig.-4. Most -probable energy loss associated with K(4 ~S) and 
?K(4'2P) scattering. Experimental observations are shown as 
bars, two standard deviations long. Continuous curve is mode! 
prediction. Collision energy 85.5 eV.
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Fig. 5. Differential scattering cross sections, 7(x)x2 . in arbitrary 
units for K(4 2 S) and K(4 2 P) scattering. Model predictions using 
the Kempter potentials are dashed, approximately adjusted po­ 






Fig. 6. (a) Potentials [10] for Nj and Nj; vertical electron tian- 
sitions are shown arrowed, (b) Diabatic potentials for K/Nj. 
The potentials adjusted to accord with the -esults are shown ir. 
solid line, the Kempter potentials are dashed.
In the coincidence experiments of Kempter. el al. 
[6], only K(4 2 P) excitation was reported. However 
the flight-time resolution of their experiment, as esti­ 
mated from the reported apparatus dimensions, was 
insufficient to distinguish the additional energy loss 
associated with N2 vibrational excitation and the two 
experiments are thus not in contention.
The differential cross sections for the electronically 
elastic and inelastic channels, calculated by summing 
appropriate regions of the individual energy loss pro­ 
files are plotted in fig. 5. They are similar to those 
reported by Kempter et al. In fig. 4, the most probable 
loss for these two channels is plotted against scattering 
angle.
3. Discussion
The measurements reported are confined to the nar­ 
row angle region in which the trajectories are approxi­ 
mately rectilinear and of constant velocity so that the 
deflection angle, collision lifetime and impact param­ 
eter can be simply related by small-angle formulae [12] 
The collision lifetime is dependent upon the impact 
parameter but is of the order 10~ 14 s and so is com­ 
parable to the vibrational period of N2 and N 2 .
The potentials relevant to this sysieni are displayed 
in fig. 6, 6a illustrating the potentials for N-, and N'-> 
derived by Gilrnore [13], while 6b shows a very simpli­ 
fied set of diabatic potentials for the K-N-, interaction. 
It can be seen that both the ground and excited K atom 
scattering can arise by two routes according to whether 
the crossing to the surface with ionic character occurs 
on the ingoing or outgoing phases of the collision. The 
electron transfer corresponding, in this simple picture, 
to the formation of the negative ion aid the subse­ 
quent recapture of an electron to reform neutral potas­ 
sium in either a ground or excited state are illustrated 
in fig. 6a. The transitions are assumed vertical in posi­ 
tion and to conserve momentum. Since the potential 
curves for N2 and N2 are mutually displaced, the peri­ 
od spent as a negative ion results in vibrational excita­ 
tion of the N2 molecule on exit from the collision.
A simple classical model based on this picture using 
the Landau—Zener approximation to compute the 
crossing probability and assuming independent motion 
in the N-N and (N-,)-K dimensions was developed. 
(The model is very similar to that successfully used to 
describe similar processes in systems of the t\pe K RI 
[14].) In this mode) the only interaction perimrtou 
between these separate motions was via veaiojl elec­ 
tron transitions and changes in R c occurring as a result
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of the variation in electron affinity as the N-N bond 
stretched. The model calculations were performed in a 
simple iterative fashion; the initial estimates of cross 
section, scattering angle and lifetime on the ionic sur­ 
face (and hence N2 vibrational excitation) were com­ 
puted using the small-angle formulae based on the v 
= 0 N 2 electron affinity. Numerical computation of 
the N'2 motion during the collision lifetime produced 
a revised vertical electron affinity and R c that were 
used to update the small-angle scattering calculation. 
iteration of this process yielded very rapid conver­ 
gence.
The potentials used in this model for N2 and N 2 
were of Morse form fitted to the well-established 
Gilmore potentials [13] in their bowl region of impor­ 




-exp[-02(/?-K02)]}2 -Z)2 + 0.3,(2)
where
D2 = 8.5 eV, j32 = 2.2, £02 = 1 . 1 85 A
corresponding to a vertical electron affinity of 1 .9 eV 
at the N 2 equilibrium distance.
The K/N2 potentials were initially chosen to be iden­ 
tical to those used by Kempter et al. to fit ihe K(4-P) 
scattering. These were later modified to provide better 
agreement particularly with the angular distribution of 




s=6.4 (R>R C ),
= 9.0 (R<R C ), 
€ - 0.05 eV, a = 4.03 A,
- 14.394/tf + 6.25 eV (R > /? c),
The crossing probability was of the usual Landau -
Zener form with F12 = 0.7 eV.
The vibrational excitation predicted by this model 
is largely determined by, and is rather sensitive to. 'he 
difference in the N2 and N'-> potentials, while the angu­ 
lar dependence is similarly primarily a function of ihe 
K/N 2 potential. This separation results from the 
bounded motion of the N^ ion and the limited changes<L *—
in Rc which occur as the N'2 vibrates.
The predictions for energy loss are shown in fig. 4. 
The agreement in the K(4 2 P) channel is particularly 
satisfying and is certainly well within the available 
precision of the NT potential. The observed energy- 
loss for K(4 2 S) scattering is in less satisfactory agree­ 
ment — possibly as a result of changes in F,-, wiih the 
N—N distance which are not included in the present 
model. Increasingly diabatic behaviour can be ex­ 
pected as/?N2 increases > diminishing the contribution 
of the ionic surface, with its attendant vibrational exci­ 
tation, to scattering in the K(4 2 S) state, and so de­ 
creasing the average energy loss actually observed. In­ 
corporation of such a Kj 2 dependence in the model. 
would improve agreement with the observations but 
observations over a wider collision energy ranue would 
be required to establish its validity.
Interestingly, the model predicts that the vibration­ 
al excitatir:i oscillates with scattering angle (i.e. colli­ 
sion lifetime) as the N 2 ion itself oscillates. A similar 
mechanism has been advanced to account foi maxima 
in the total ionization cross section observed in Cs/O 2 
collisions [15]. In the present experiments, since the 
early and late crossing contributions to the scattering 
are in an approximately random phase relation, this 
oscillation would be difficult to resolve. Experiments 
at lower collision velocities, where the energy loss resol­ 
ution is substantially improved and probably adequate 
to resolve the predicted separate early and late crossing 
contributions, will be particularly interesting in testing 
the detailed success of this primitive classical model
Finally, in distinction to systems of the K/RI type 
where the RI negative ion wa: found to be substantial­ 
ly perturbed by the K+ ion, the N'2 pair potential 
(within the limited precision with which it is known) 
accounts for the present results rather well.
The differential cross sections computed from the 
model are compared with experiment in fig. 5. The 
agreement is satisfactory considering the simple analy­ 
tic forms used to represent the K/N- potentials. The 
maxima and minima calculated in the K(4 -S) channel,
264
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which is the sum of early and late crossing contribu­ 
tions, arises from the operation of the LZ terms in the 
model.
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